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ABSTRACT
THE THEORY OF PLANNED BEHAVIOR

AND C.O.P.D. SMOKING BEHAVIOR

SEPTEMBER 1988
JAMES PAUL HOWARD, B.A., WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY
J.D., UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

M.S., Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by. Professor Castellano Turner

C.O.P.D., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,

includes chronic bronchitis, emphysema and chronic asthma
and poses a major health risk in the United States.

Cigarette smoking contributes to the etiology and

symptomatology of C.O.P.D.

Some C.O.P.D. patients stop

smoking yet many do not stop smoking.

This study examined

current factors (smoking status, plans), historical
factors (smoking history, smoking cessation history) and

cognitive factors (intention, perceived behavioral
control, attitude, subjective norm, cessation plans,

specific perceived behavioral control and cognitive coping
style) that contribute to C.O.P.D.

smoking behaviors.

smokers’ and exsmokers’

Assessed were the variables specified

by Ajzen’s theory of planned behavior (intention,

attitude, subjective norm, perceived behavioral control

V

.

.

and a new variable, specific perceived behavioral control)
wii-b

respect to smoking tobacco in the immediate future

Also assessed were variables external to the T.O.P.B. that
were drawn from research on smoking cessation with a

variety of C.O.P.D. and non C.O.P.D. populations including
socioeconomic status, cessation history, cessation plans,
smoking history and current smoking status.

Smokers and

nonsmokers differed significantly on intention to smoke,
attitudes toward smoking, the types of cessation plans
they held, general perceived behavioral control over

smoking and specific perceived behavioral control over
smoking

Results showed that intention to smoke was accurately

predicted from corresponding attitudes and both general
and specific perceived behavioral control but not from

subjective norm.

Smoking behavior was also accurately

predicted from intention, attitude and both general and
specific perceived behavioral control but not from

subjective norm. In addition variables found to predict
and explain smoking behaviors and distinguish smokers from

nonsmokers included current cessation plans and current
smoking status.

However smoking history, smoking

cessation history and socioeconomic status were not found
to significantly distinguish smokers from nonsmokers in

this study.
vi
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CHAPTER

I

INTRODUCTION

Smoking And C.Q.P.D,

C.O.P.D., chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,

includes chronic bronchitis, emphysema and chronic
asthma.

C.O.P.D.

is a major cause of morbidity and

mortality in the U.S.

.

In males over the age of forty

only coronary disease causes greater disability (Shayevitz
and Shayevitz,

1985).

Although researchers do not fully understand the
process by which cigarette smoking leads to C.O.P.D. there
is little doubt (outside of the tobacco industry) that

cigarette smoking is the major cause of C.O.P.D. in the
United States (Mahler, Barlow, & Matthay, 1986).

The

Surgeon General (1984) lists smoking as the major cause of
C.O.P.D. morbidity, attributing 80%-90% of C.O.P.D. to

cigarette smoking.

The remainder of C.O.P.D.

is

attributed to regular inhalation of other pollutants
and/or a genetic predisposition to C.O.P.D.
General,

1979,

1984).

(Surgeon

Smoking leads to significant

increases in C.O.P.D. symptoms in the lives of smokers
(increased coughing, increased phlegm production and
secretion, increased bronchial infection, decreased small

1
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airways function, decreased expiratory airflow
and

eventually the destruction of the alveolar tissue
itself.)

Not surprisingly, smokers are more likely to die

from C.O.P.D. than are nonsmokers.

Those smokers who stop

smoking enjoy a decreased loss of pulmonary function,

decreased risk of C.O.P.D. complication, decreased

frequency of C.O.P.D. symptoms and decreased risk of

mortality from C.O.P.D. compared to smokers who do not
stop smoking (Bosse, Sparrow, Rose, & Weiss, 1981; Rogers,
Meyer, Judd, & Mortel,

Tashkin et al

.

,

1984).

1985:

Surgeon General, 1984;

It should be noted that only a

small percentage of those who smoke develop significant

clinical C.O.P.D. disease (Hale, Ewing, Gosnell, &
Niewoehner, 1984).

However, a very high percentage of

those with clinically significant C.O.P.D. disease are

cigarette smokers.
There are substantial benefits to elderly, chronic

smokers who stop smoking even after diagnosis of lung or

cardiac disease.

Benefits of smoking cessation in this

group include increased longevity and decreased rates of
lung cancer, coronary heart disease, myocardial infarction
and duodenal ulcer (Sachs, 1986).

Smoking cessation by

C.O.P.D. patients is associated with a significantly

slower rate of decrease in respiratory function (Mahler et
al.,

1986;

Tashkin et al

.

,

1984).
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Although it is clearly in the best interests of
C.O.P.D. patients in particular to stop smoking

cigarettes, not all C.O.P.D. smokers stop.

Significant

numbers of C.O.P.D. patients continue to smoke despite
advice of physicians, unequivocally corroborated by hard

physical evidence of their own illness and impairment.
Daughton, Fix, Kass, and Kashinath (1980) found that 31%
of C.O.P.D. patients continued to smoke despite disease,

and Burns (1969) found that 53% of C.O.P.D. patients

continued to smoke against physicians’ advice.

Pederson,

Williams, and Lefcoe (1980) found that only 27% of a

pulmonary disease patient group quit smoking.

Turner,

Daniels, & Hollandsworth (1985) reported that only 25% of

their sample stopped smoking after treatment in a

multicomponent smoking cessation program designed
expressly for C.O.P.D. patients.

Dudley, Aickin, and

Martin (1977) found that 75% of their sample of chest
clinic patients quit without professional help, whereas

Mausner (1970) reported that 42% of patients with
respiratory disease continued to smoke.

Although it is argued that those C.O.P.D. patients
who continue to smoke represent a small and

hard core

group of smokers, uniquely resistant to change (Dudley et
al.,

1977), these C.O.P.D.

smokers may well be quite

.
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similar to the millions of smokers who continue to smoke

without clinical history of pulmonary disease, but are at
risk for a range of other costly smoking consequences such
as cancer, heart disease and risks to unborn and small

children.

Eraker, Becker, Strecher, and Kirscht (1985)

note that although most smokers report that they would
like to stop smoking, only 20% of adult Americans are

former smokers.

They estimate that one third of all adult

Americans smoke, hardly a small group.
For the 20% of smokers who stop smoking the majority
stop smoking without professional treatment.

Most smokers

stop smoking on their own (Davis, Faust, & Ordentlich,
1984b;

Lichtenstein,

1982;

Schachter,

1982).

In fact,

much of the literature on professional treatment of
smoking has attempted to identify, develop and/or

supplement the natural processes and forces leading to
smoking cessation.

Cigarette smoking is generally believed to be
initiated by social pressures.

Cigarette smoking is

commonly thought to begin in adolescence or late
adolescence subsequent to peer pressure to smoke
(Lichtenstein, 1982).

Although many reasons for ongoing

post-adolescent smoking behavior are cited, they are best
described as belonging to one or more of three basic
categories

The categories include smoking because of the

5

positive mood-regulating effects of tobacco smoke, smoking

because of the physiologically aversive consequences of
withdrawal, and/or smoking because smoking has come to be

associated with other, essentially nonrelated behaviors
such as drinking coffee or finishing a meal (Lichtenstein,
1982; Mann, Johnson, & Levine,

1986).

Physiologically, addicted smokers smoke to maintain

high serum levels of nicotine and probably other
substances (Jarvik, 1977; Sachs, 1986).

This

physiological process is known as the nicotine regulation
concept and as the nicostat theory.

According to the

nicotine regulation concept or nicostat theory, once a
smoker has smoked sufficiently, he establishes a level of

serum nicotine which the body attempts to maintain
(Jarvik,

1977;

McMorrow & Foxx, 1983; Sachs, 1986).

Any

behaviors which reduce this level of addictive serum

nicotine level result in a range of often aversive

withdrawal effects.

Nicotine withdrawal effects act as

powerful reinforcers for the smoking behavior.

When

smokers change their brands of cigarette to a lighter,
lower tar and nicotine cigarette, for instance, they smoke

the lighter cigarette differently in order to extract more

nicotine from it and maintain their prior nicotine level
(Benowitz & Jacob, 1984)

.

Such smokers will smoke greater

numbers of the lighter cigarettes, take more puffs per
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cigarette, and take longer and deeper puffs on each
cigarette, and manage to maintain the levels of serum

nicotine established with the stronger cigarettes
(Schachter, 1985).

If a smoker stops the use of tobacco

products s/he may experience various withdrawal symptoms

including a craving for tobacco, increases in anxiety,

irritability and restlessness, sleep disturbances,
drowsiness, headaches, difficulties concentrating and/or

gastrointestinal difficulties (Pomerleau, 1980).

During

withdrawal there are several other physiological changes
in heart rate, diastolic blood pressure, and epinephrine

and norepinephrine levels, and there are changes in EEG

measures (Shiftman, 1979; Shiftman & Jarvik, 1976).

Although nicotine has a half life of two hours, there is
considerable variation in the timing, intensity and
duration of withdrawal symptoms.

Although smokers claim

that smoking positively and usefully regulates their mood
and enhances their performance, a series of experiments

reported by Schachter (1985) repeatedly and convincingly

demonstrates that, at least in some cases, especially
those involving heavily addicted smokers such as typical
C.O.P.D. smokers, physiological withdrawal from smoking

decreases performance and impairs mood in addicted smokers
who are then brought back to functional and emotional

normalcy by smoking tobacco.

Smokers who are allowed to

-

.
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smoke in these experiments feel and function better
than

smokers deprived of tobacco, especially in stressful
situations, but do not perform better than nonsmokers in
any situations.

Schachter (1985, pp. 211-212) notes.

Again and again, then, one finds the same patternsmoking doesn’t improve the mood or calm the smoker or
improve his performance when compared with the nonsmoker.
However, not smoking or insufficient nicotine makes him

considerably worse on all dimensions."
Physiological withdrawal, even when brief, may

noticeably upset and impair the smoker who then requires
the "calming" effects of a cigarette.

These effects,

however, do not calm him from external stress as many

smokers believe but rather from the internal physiological
stress of withdrawal.

However, many smokers do smoke more

in externally stressful situations, further "supporting"

their beliefs that smoking decreases external stress and
increases function.

Stress appears to actually increase

the body’s secretion of nicotine, hastening withdrawal

symptoms and heightening the body’s demand for tobacco.

Smokers who are stressed therefore secrete more nicotine

than nonstressed smokers (possibly because of changes in

urinary ph), experience withdrawal symptoms, and need to
smoke in order to re-establish predetermined nicotine
levels

8

Withdrawal, whether stress induced, artificially

manipulated under laboratory conditions, unintentionally
created, or secondary to a deliberate effort on the
part
of the smoker to reduce or curtail smoking,

leads to

aversive withdrawal symptoms which can most quickly be

reduced by smoking, and include affective discomfort and

behavior dysfunction, which can be most quickly be reduced
by smoking again.

Differences in C.O.P.D. smokers’

abilities or perceived abilities to tolerate the

physiological responses to withdrawal may explain

variations in C.O.P.D. smokers’ intentions and abilities
to stop smoking.

Smokers may also smoke in order to utilize the mood-

regulating properties of tobacco.
be a stimulant,

Cigarette smoking can

it can be a relaxant, and it can be used

by smokers to enhance mood upon demand.

Increased levels

of serum nicotine have been shown to be strongly related

to increased beta-endorphin levels (an endogenously

produced neuropeptide which decreases anxiety, diminishes
perceptions of pain, and generally creates a sense of wellbeing) and to increased levels of circulating

catecholamines which can stimulate cortical arousal
(Pomerleau,

1979,

1980,

1984).

Pomerleau notes that

nicotine ingested by cigarette tobacco smoking creates a
"biphasic pattern" of arousal/alertness during smoking
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followed by calming/bension reduction after smoking

because smoking leads to cholinergic/catecholinergic
activation followed by cholinergic blockage or betaendorphin release.

In other words, the immediate effect

of smoking is increased stimulation and alertness followed

by a reduction in anxiety and an increased sense of well
being.

Smokers apparently can adjust their nicotine

intake selectively to provide rapid and temporary changes
in mood (Pomerleau and Pomerleau,

1984).

Differences in

C.O.P.D. smokers’ abilities or perceived abilities to

tolerate certain mood states may explain variations in
C.O.P.D. smokers’

intentions and abilities to stop

smoking.

Finally, cigarette smokers may smoke because external

environmental events serve as compelling cues for
smoking.

These external cues are not significantly

connected with a decrease in nicotine level or a need for

mood regulation but have become so conditioned that the
smoker "automatically" lights up.

Smoking has become a

classically conditioned response to a variety of otherwise
neutral stimuli.

The smoking behavior has become

associated with certain environmental stimuli or cues such
tasks,
as drinking coffee or alcohol, working at boring

completing a meal, driving a car, etc.

The smoker may

in
believe that he has little or no control over smoking

10

tlie

prssence of these cues.

This process is usually

explained by behavioral/social learning theory.

According

to this theory the smoking habit, although acquired under

conditions of social reinforcement (typically adolescent
peer pressure), is sustained by the physiological effects
of smoking (mood regulating) and not smoking (withdrawal

symptoms).

The smoking behavior then generalizes to

situations (cues) other than those in which it was

originally acquired or maintained.

In response to these

neutral stimuli smokers light up and smoke regardless of
the cigarette’s impact on actual nicotine, beta-endorphin
or catecholamine levels and regardless of its current

social impact.

Various external cues or situations such

as drinking a cup of coffee or finishing a meal, whether

or not they also have social or physiological reinforcers,

come to be conditional stimuli for smoking behavior
(Pomerleau,

1980).

Smokers habitually, ritualistically

and automatically smoke in the presence of these cues at

rates beyond those dictated by withdrawal symptoms, mood

demands or social pressures.

These current environmental

stimuli are so powerful that smokers might "unconsciously"
light a second cigarette in response to these cues even

while the first, half smoked cigarette still smolders in

his/her ashtray.

,
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Differences in C.O.P.D. smokers’ abilities or

perceived abilities to recognize and withstand external
environmental cues for smoking may explain variations in
C.O.P.D. smokers’ intentions and abilities to stop
smoking.

The Theory of Planned Behavior

Whatever the reasons for initiation and maintenance
of their habit,

the the cigarette smoker’s behavior is

shaped by the smoker’s intention to stop smoking.

If a

smoker doesn’t intend to stop smoking s/he is unlikely to

appropriately consider, practice or maintain smoking
cessation.

Intention to stop smoking, therefore, should

predict successful smoking cessation by C.O.P.D.
patients.

Intention and the relationship between behavior

and intention as well as the significant components of

intention (attitude and subjective norm) have been

measured and described by the Ajzen and Fishbein (1980),
Theory of Reasoned Action (T.O.R.A.).

The utility of the

T.O.R.A. has been extended by including the impact of and

relationship of perceived behavioral control to behavior
intention, attitude and subjective norm in the process

described as the Theory of Planned Behavior.

The T.O.P.B.

takes into account the C.O.P.D. smoker’s beliefs about

.
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control over smoking in general as well as his beliefs
about control over smoking specifically during withdrawal
and mood demands and in response to environmental cues
to
smoke.

The T.O.P.B. should enhance the predictive ability

of researchers investigating C.O.P.D. patient smoking

behaviors
The theory of reasoned action (T.O.R.A.) provides

a

method for predicting behavior and understanding the
forces that shape behavior.

The T.O.R.A. states that many

behaviors can best be predicted by an actor’s intentions
to perform those behaviors.

Simply put, a person is more

likely to perform a behavior if s/he intends to perform

that behavior.

The T.O.R.A. posits that a person’s

intention to perform a behavior is determined by the

person’s own attitude (attitude) toward performing the

behavior and the person’s perceptions of the expectations
of significant members of his/her social reference group

(subjective norm).

A person is more likely to have the

intention to behave in a particular way if s/he has

attitudes favoring the behavior and if s/he perceives

his/her social reference group as having expectations that
support that behavior.

Attitude and subjective norm are assumed jointly to
determine behavioral intention.
is shown in figure 1.

A diagram of this model
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FIGURE 1
The Theory of Reasoned Action
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The T.O.R.A. postulates that intention best
predicts

behavior when there is

a

relatively brief time period

between statement of intention and performance of
behavior.

The theory also holds that intention is most

predictive for behaviors under the control of the actor
and that intention is less predictive of behavior when

the behavior is in reality or in perception, not under the

control of the actor.

Versions of the T.O.R.A. have been

used to predict smoking behavior in adolescents (Chassin
et.

al.,

(Hecker,

1981; Presson et.

1985),

al

.

,

1984), college students

and adults (Davis et. al

.

,

1984).

The theory of planned behavior (T.O.P.B.) (Ajzen and

Madden,

1986),

incorporates the theory of reasoned action

idea that intention is a useful predictor of behavior and

that attitude and subjective norms predict intention but
the theory of planned behavior includes a measure of the

actor’s sense of control over the behavior in question.

According to the T.O.P.B., the T.O.R.A. will be less
useful when actors do not have control over the behavior
in question.

In fact, the theory of planned behavior

notes that not only is actual control important but

perceived control over the target behavior is very
important to the execution of that behavior.

The more

that actors think that they can control the behavior the

.
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more likely they are to actually execute the behavior,

assuming that they do have some degree of control

Perceived control may shape behavior in two, not

mutually exclusive ways.
schematically in figure

These ways are presented
2

and figure

3.

In figure

2

it is

assumed that the impact of perceived behavioral control is

primarily through its’ motivational implications for
intention.

In this case it is assumed that people who

don’t perceive themselves as having the resources or

opportunities necessary for a particular behavior, such as
smoking cessation, are less likely to intend to try to
quit even if they hold favorable attitudes and believe
that significant others would approve of their performing
the behavior.

In a sense the actors are saying even if

I

have favorable attitudes towards quitting and others
support my desire to quit if
"intend" to quit.

I

"can’t" quit

I

won’t

In this model intention (motivation)

shaped by perceived control as well as personal/social
values.

The decreased intent will then be reflected in

decreased actual cessation behaviors.

is
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FIGURE 2
The Theory of Planned Behavior

)
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Figure

3

reflects a version of the T.O.P.B. in which

it is assumed that perceived behavioral control can
be

used to predict behavior directly because it is a partial

substitute for actual control.

In this version if an

actor’s perceived behavioral control accurately reflects

his/her real control over a desired behavior then it would
be a direct partial predictor of that behavior.
The theory of planned behavior has not been used to

investigate C.O.P.D. patient smoking behaviors.

The

T.O.P.B. has significantly increased the predictive and

explanatory capacity of the theory of reasoned action with

classroom performance (Ajzen and Madden, 1986) and weight
loss (Schifter and Ajzen,

1985).

Smoking behavior appears to have psychological
(symbolic, habitual or paired association responses),

social and physiological bases.

Although little general

credence is given the old psychodynamic explanations for
the phallic symbolism of the cigarette, cigar or pipe,

smoking continues to have a symbolic meaning for many

especially the young who may consider smoking behaviors to
be symbols of maturity or sophistication (Lawrance and

Rubinson,

1986).

In addition there is little doubt that

the psychological habituation to the smoking process

occurs and persists long after the physiological addiction
has been broken.

Also psychologically (behaviorally

18

FIGURE

3

The Theory of Planned Behavior
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smoking behaviors often come to be associated with other

positive and negative situations.

Smoking behavior is

often powerfully associated with processes of increased

pleasure and of decreased stress.

The physiological

literature on smoking, exemplified by the work of

S.

Schachter (1984), indicates a strong physiological basis
for smoking.

Cigarette smokers quickly and regularly

become physically addicted to substances within burning
tobacco, most obviously nicotine.

Much of the behavior of

smokers involves maintaining personally acceptable levels
of these substances in smokers’ bodies.

The individual

acceptability of a level is most commonly determined by
the absence of withdrawal symptoms.

Smokers act

powerfully to avoid the discomfort of withdrawal symptoms
even though they "know" the withdrawal symptoms are
temporary. Finally there is evidence that smoking is

pleasurable for some smokers apart from the pleasure of

avoiding withdrawal.

Smokers may smoke to enhance or

regulate mood.
Often smoking is initiated due to social pressure to

conform and it is maintained by the common presence of
cigarette smoking in social situations and often an
inability of smokers to socially successfully avoid or

refuse the implicit or explicit pressure to smoke.

People
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are social creatures and cigarettes have become an

important social tool in everyday social intercourse for
many.

Smoking behaviors, therefore, have psychological,

physiological and social meaning and utility and often
some combination of all three.

A quitting smoker, for

instance, may have a great urge to smoke upon entering a

smoky bar because the situation triggers a desire to

quickly regulate his/her mood, an overlearned association
response and actual social pressures by friends and

acquaintances to smoke.

Realities of the ex-smoker’s life

may mean that controlling events in the bar in order not
to smoke is in itself a costly and difficult process as is

avoiding the bar altogether.
When smokers are attempting to stop smoking the ease

with which they can resist physical, psychological and
social pressure to smoke may vary in different
situations.

In some situations not smoking may be

relatively easy while in others it may be extremely
difficult.

A smoker’s ability to successfully stop

smoking is dependent on his/her ability to resist smoking
in all situations and/or his/her ability to avoid those

"irresistible" situations.

A recent study, for instance,

found that ex-smokers who successfully maintained their ex

.
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smoking status actively coped with smokers in their

environment and avoided smokers in public places (Horwitz
et al.,

1985).

A smoker’s ability to avoid or resist

smoking may be powerfully shaped by his perceived

behavioral control over the those situations.

VHien

smokers believe that they can successfully control

difficult situations then they are more likely to achieve

their goals of nonsmoking.

If a smoker perceives a lack

of control of a difficult and likely situation s/he will

be less likely to abstain from smoking and perhaps even
less likely to intend to stop smoking. Smokers may

perceive great control in some situations and a great lack
of control in others.

Therefore it is necessary to

specify the situations in which smokers
smoke.

are likely to

It is also necessary to separately establish the

smoker’s sense of perceived behavioral control in each

situation
There is a recent trend toward understanding

cigarette smoking as a situation shaped behavior
determined by the smoker’s perceived and real ability to
cope with physiological and psychological pressures to
smoke (Barrios and Niehaus, 1985; Best and Hakstian, 1978,

Brod and Hall,

1984;

Condiotte and Lichtenstein, 1981;

.

,

.
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DiClemente,

1981; Eiser et al.,

Pomerleau et al
Thain,

.

1978;

1985;

Shiffman,

Hall et al.,

1984;

1986 and Yates and

1985 )

Habit

Although there is an old psychological adage that the
best predictor of future behavior is past behavior, there
is mixed evidence of past smoking behavior predicting

future smoking behavior.

Many smokers do stop smoking

permanently, most on their own, without professional
help.

There is evidence that up to thirty million

Americans representing all degrees of dependence have been
able to successfully quit in the past twenty years
(Pollin,

1984).

Many smokers stop smoking, despite long

histories of smoking, upon diagnosis of disease, evidence
of pregnancy or acute illness such as myocardial

infarction (Burling et. al., 1984).

There is often no

evident difference in smoking history between those who
stop smoking and those who continue to smoke (Mausner,
1970)

There is evidence, however, that some components of

past smoking behavior do predict future smoking behavior.
The behaviors best predictive of stopping may be those

.
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behaviors indicative of previous efforts to stop smoking
(P®d6i^son and Lefcoe,

1976).

The number of previous

efforts of stopping, the length of smoking cessation
periods, a prior successful ability to decrease the

strength or number of cigarettes smoked, a change in the
type of tobacco smoked (from cigarette to pipe or cigar)
all may predict future intentions to stop, future efforts
at stopping and future success in stopping.

and Jackson et. al

.

,

Coelho (1985)

(1986) both found that length of

prior cessation best predicted future success in smoking

cessation
The reasons why previous efforts enhance the

likelihood and the success of future efforts may be due to
the cumulative development of the requisite skills,
intention, plans, attitudes, and social support for
stopping.

Smokers who have had some success in the past

in stopping may possess a greater sense of control as well
as greater actual control over difficult smoking

situations.

Smokers with prior success in cessation may

be capable of greater, more precise identification of the

problem areas which must be addressed in order for
successful smoking cessation to occur and may, therefore,

have more useful plans for quitting.

24

Depend ent Measures

There are three broad methods of measuring smoking
behaviors; self report, direct observation and laboratory

measurement.

Direct observation is expensive, time

consuming, labor intensive and often misleading because

the subject knows that s/he is being observed or because
the techniques of assessing smoking behavior (smoking

topography) are not well understood.

Assessing smoking

topography involves the expensive, cumbersome and often
inaccurate measurement of inhalation volume, inhalation
depth,

inhalation duration and inhalation frequency and

then an understanding of the relationships between these
measures.

Direct observation of smoking topography often

fails to accurately predict blood levels of the products
and by-products of smoking in individual patients because

each smoker and especially smokers with lung disease vary

behaviorally and physiologically even when smoking
topography is controlled (Burling et. al

.

,

1985).

Direct

observation of smoking topography has been confined to
relatively infrequent and small laboratory studies of
smoking behavior.

The several measures of physiologically

corroborating self report include measures of serum carbon
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monoxide (carboxyhemoglobin)

expired air carbon monoxide,

,

serum nicotine, serum cotinine, serum thiocyanate and
salivary thiocyanate (Abueg et al
1983; Pechacek et al.

,

1984).

.

1986;

,

Benowitz et al.,

There are costs and

benefits to each method of physiological corroboration of
self report of smoking behavior.

Most studies of smoking behavior have measured that

behavior with some form of self report uncorroborated by
physiological data (Pechacek et al

.

,

1984).

Self reported

smoking behavior may be unreliable when uncorroborated
physiologically.

False reporting, usually in the form of

underreporting smoking behavior is common for certain
smoking populations (Lando,
Swan et al

.

,

1985).

1983; Pechacek,

et al.,

1984;

Researchers studying certain groups

of tobacco smokers have identified several factors which

may decrease truthfulness in reporting smoking behaviors

including age of subjects, social pressure to underreport,

familiarity with researchers, lack of confidentiality
and/or anonymity and the belief that honest smoking
disclosures will result in punishment have all been shown
to have possible effects on honesty in reporting (Murray

and Petty,

1987; Petitti et al

.

,

1981).
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In the current study all subjects were well beyond

the age of adolescence, an age at which smokers are

particularly likely to misrepresent their smoking
behaviors.

Several studies of adolescents have noted the

likelihood of this group to underreport smoking behavior
(Bauman and Dent, 1982, Evans et al
1987; Murray and Perry,
a recent study

,

1977; Murray et al

Pechacek et al

1987;

(Petitti et al

.

.

,

.

,

1984).

.

,

In

1981) adult smokers and

nonsmokers were surveyed about their current smoking

habits and were not told initially of the plan for

physiological corroboration.

Upon physiological

corroboration using both expired air carbon monoxide
testing and serum thiocyanate measures it was discovered
that not only were adults truthful about reporting their
smoking behaviors but that the physiological measures were
less effective than self reports for smokers who smoked

ten cigarettes or fewer per day.
In addition smokers may underreport when there is

compelling social pressure for them to underreport.

Although smoking tobacco has grown in undesirability in
American society in general the subjects in this study may

belong to groups in which smoking is still more acceptable
(eg.

older working class males) and hence be less

sensitive to the general social pressure to underreport.

.
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Murray and Perry (1987) found that when persons

familiar to the subjects conduct smoking studies it may

contribute to smokers’ tendency to underreport smoking
behaviors.

Familiarity may involve researchers known to

the subjects before the research begins and researchers

who remain in regular contact with the research subjects
once the project is complete.

In the current study the

interviewer had never met any of the subjects prior to the
study.

Subjects were notified that they would not have

further contact with the interviewer once the study was
complete.

Murray and Perry (1987) also found that the

combination of confidentiality, an unfamiliar research
team and the prospect of physiological corroboration
significantly increased the truthfulness of smoking
respondents
Smokers may be unwilling to truthfully reveal their

smoking behaviors if they feel that the information can or
will be used against them personally (Hansen, Malotte and
Fielding,

1985).

In the current study subjects, both

smokers and nonsmokers, were told that the results of

their disclosures were completely confidential and would
not be revealed except in group data summaries to their

physicians and other medical personnel.

They were asked

.
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if they expected confidentiality and although most most

said either yes or that it didn’t concern them, all said

that it wasn’t necessary in order for them to be
truthful.

Part of this response may be due to

consistently positive and strong reports of their
relationships with the pulmonary physician, Dr. Myra
Shayevitz, a specialist who emphasizes the importance of

the doctor-patient relationship and

who has written

extensively in the field of pulmonary patient management
(Shayevitz and Shayevitz, 1985).

Subjects in this study

consistently reflected this relationship in their
spontaneous expressions of appreciation for their doctor,

her medical skills and their personal and personally
important relationships with her, regardless of their

smoking status
It should be noted that those smokers who had actually

quit smoking by the definitions of the study were under no

pressure to overreport their smoking behavior.

Only the

smokers in the study might have some tendency to

underreport their smoking status and behaviors.

However

even for the smokers the criteria for being included in

the smokers group were so liberal eg. having smoked in the

past year, that those subjects who believed that they had
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quit and who also reported that they had smoked within the

past year were included in the smokers group.

Smokers might falsely categorize themselves deliberately,

unconsciously or unintentionally.

They might

unconsciously or unintentionally misclassify themselves
because they misunderstand the process of smoking
cessation.

A smoker who had not had a cigarette in two

days, for instance, might classify him/herself as a

nonsmoker even though s/he is likely to smoke again.
Similarly a smoker who has recently completed a smoking

cessation treatment program and who has not had a
cigarette in two months might classify him/herself as

a

nonsmoker even though the literature indicates that
relapse is a real possiblity for such smokers (Marlat &
Gordon,
smokers’

1985

).

For these reasons we did not accept

self classification of smoking status but rather

used our own definitions which involved smokers who had
not smoked in the past year.

Physiological corroboration has often been found to
enhance the truthfulness of smoking subjects.

Physiological corroboration was planned as part of this
study but for technical reasons was unavailable at the
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time of the study.

Nonetheless all subjects were told of

the existence or equipment and plans for the use of

a

physiological corroboration measure (carbon monoxide

expired air test).

The interviewer was trained on the

carbon monoxide expired air test instrument.

Both

interviewer and subjects expected physiological

corroboration to be a part of the experiment and subjects
signed informed consent forms explaining the procedure.

Although the equipment for carbon monoxide expired air

measurement proved unavailable there was
pipeline" effect on the subjects.

a

likely "bogus

That is, because both

subjects and experimenter believed that there would be

physiological corroboration the subjects were more likely
to give honest reports of their current smoking

behaviors.

There is ample research on the utility of the

bogus pipeline with cigarette smokers (Murray & Perry,
1987; Murray et al

.

,

1987).

Although the research is

primarily with adolescents who often have more reason to
lie about current smoking behaviors (parental and

institutional pressures) there is no reason to believe the

bogus pipeline isn’t equally powerful with adults and/or

medical patients although it may be less necessary.
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Misleading self reporting of smoking behavior is most
likely from smokers who present themselves as nonsmokers.

Smokers who admit their smoking on the questionnaire are

unlikely to be in reality nonsmokers (Ossip-Klein et al.,
1986;

Petitti et al

.

,

1981).

Of those subjects presenting

as nonsmokers in this study it is unclear that any were

untruthful.

Certainly this older male population is in

many ways dissimilar from the adolescent populations which
at times have subjects who define themselves as nonsmokers

when in fact they are smokers.

In addition the study was

conducted in a way to maximize honesty (eg. minimal
contact with the interviewer other than the interviews,
confidentiality, shielding the raw data from treatment
personnel).

Finally both subjects and interviewer

believed that physiological corroboration would occur in
this study setting up the truth enhancing conditions of

bogus pipeline.

a
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Hypotheses

Subjects will be adult male C.O.P.D. patients and
will include current smokers and exsmokers.

C.O.P.D.

smokers and C.O.P.D. exsmokers will be compared on

a

variety of measures including sociodemographics, the
T.O.P.B., specific perceived behavioral control, plans for

cessation, smoking history and smoking cessation history.

Hypothesis

1:

Smokers will have a significantly

greater intention to smoke than exsmokers.

This

hypothesis suggests that current behavior (smoking status)

would be predictive of intention.
Hypothesis

2:

Those subjects who intend to smoke

will be significantly more likely to actually smoke than

those who do not intend to smoke.

This hypothesis

suggests that intention, in accordance with the theory of

planned behavior is expected to be

a

predictor of future

smoking behavior.

Hypothesis

3-

The theory of planned behavior will

account for a greater amount of the variance in intention

than the theory of reasoned action.

The perceived

behavioral control measures of the T.O.P.B. should improve
the prediction of intention over and above the level

.

)

.
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achieved by the use of attitude and subjective norm

measures (T.O.R.A.)Hypothesis

4:

The theory of planned behavior will be

a better predictor of smoking behavior than the theory of

reasoned action.

This hypothesis suggests that the

general perceived control measures of the T.O.P.B. will

significantly enhance predictions of future smoking

behavior over the level of prediction achieved with the
use of the attitude and subjective norm measures
(T.O.R.A.

alone

Hypothesis

5:

Exsmokers will perceive significantly

greater general perceived behavioral control over their

behaviors than smokers.
This hypothesis postulates that previous behaviors will

predict subjects’ sense of general perceived behavioral
control over smoking.

Those subjects who have managed to

avoid smoking for at least one year are more likely to

perceive general control over future smoking behaviors.
Hypothesis

6:

General perceived behavioral control

alone will be a significant predictor of smoking behavior
in subjects.

General perceived behavioral control is

expected to be a significant predictor of behavior when it

partially or fully reflects the actual control of the
actors
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Hypothesis

7:

Exsmokers will perceive significantly

greater perceived control over their smoking in all
specific smoking situations (eg. relax, withdrawal,
stimulation, specific situations) than smokers.

Hypothesis

8:

Smokers will vary in their specific

perceived control over smoking in the four specific
situations.

Differences in individual smoking practices

will lead to differences in perceived capacities to

control smoking in various situations.

Hypothesis

9:

Exsmokers will vary in their specific

perceived behavioral control over smoking in the four
specific situations.

Exsmokers too, who presumably smoked

for the same range of reasons as smokers, may continue to

experience impulses to smoke that are (although clearly
controlled) of varying difficulty to control.

Hence their

perceptions of control may vary with situations.
Hypothesis

10:

Smokers with a recent history of

smoking are significantly more likely to smoke in the
future.

This hypothesis suggests that previous behavior

(smoking status) would be predictive of future smoking
behavior.

As others have noted (Ajzen and Madden,

1986),

previous behavior is an excellent predictor of future
behavior.

.
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Hypothesis 11:

Smokers will have a significantly

different smoking cessation history than exsmokers.

This

hypothesis postulates that smokers and exsmokers might be

expected to differ because they have significantly

different patterns of trying to quit smoking.
Hypothesis 12:

Smokers will be significantly less

likely to have current plans for stopping smoking than

exsmokers

.

CHAPTER

II

METHOD

Subjects

Subjects were 54, male Veteran’s Administration

Medical Center patients with clinical diagnoses of
C.O.P.D.

asthma).

(chronic bronchitis, emphysema and chronic

Subjects were all advised by their physicians to

stop smoking but were at varying stages of smoking

cessation

Measures

Subjects were administered an initial test consisting
of an instrument based on the Ajzen Theory of Planned

Behavior and a self report questionnaire assessing their
current smoking status, their smoking history, their

history of smoking cessation efforts and any plans they
have made to stop smoking or maintain smoking cessation.
One week after completing the initial test, subjects were

retested with a brief questionnaire/interview detailing

th^ir smoking behavior over the past week.
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.
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The following variables were assessed from a set of

bipolar scales in the initial questionnaire;

I

Intention to not smoke

Ab

Attitude toward not smoking

SN

Subjective norm toward not smoking

PBCl

Perceived control over not smoking in general

PBC2

Perceived control over not smoking in response to
learned smoking cues.

PBC3

Perceived control over not smoking during
negative affect.

PBC4

Perceived control over not smoking when
experiencing withdrawal

PBC5

Perceived control over not smoking when needing
stimulation

Smoking status and history were measured by responses to
the Smoking Behaviors Questionnaire.

Smoking cessation history and cessation plans were

measured by responses to the Smoking Cessation

Questionnaire
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Assessment Of Risk To Patient Participants

This experiment involved minimal risk to the patient

participants.

The patients were not asked to undergo

healthy but difficult procedures such as those involved in
actual smoking cessation.

Participants were asked to

report on their past and present smoking related thoughts,

feelings and behaviors.

The questionnaire did not ask

provocative or disturbing questions.

One possible risk

factor was that the study raised the anxiety of smoking
subjects about their smoking behaviors but provided no

direct means of helping them to quit smoking.

Recruitment of Respondents
The attending physician of the pulmonary clinic at

the Northampton Veterans Administration Medical Center
(V.A.M.C.) gave the experimenter a list of all the
(1) the

patients she was treating who met three criteria:
patient had a clinical diagnosis of C.O.P.D.,

the

(2)

patient had a history of smoking cigarettes, and

(3) the

patient had sufficient intellectual functioning to

participate in interviews.

The experimenter approached

patients on the list while they were waiting to keep an
appointment with the attending physician, and asked if he
could talk with them about participating in a study.

explained that he was conducting

a study of

why people

He

.
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smoke and why people stop smoking, and emphasized that the

study was not intended to make or help patients stop

smoking cigarettes.

The experimenter told patients that

he was not concerned with whether or not they smoked, but

that he was concerned with obtaining truthful, complete

responses to his questions.

All potential respondents

were told that their answers during the study would be

completely confidential, and that nothing said to the

experimenter by individuals would be shared with their
physicians or anyone else.
54

Of the 60 patients approached,

(90%) agreed to participate in the study.

The reasons

patients gave for refusing to participate were that they
were not interested, they could not spare the time, and

they were soon going out of town for an extended period.
When patients agreed to participate in the study, the

experimenter made appointments to interview them
individually.

Interviews took place at the VAMC or at the

patient’s home with only the interviewer and the patient

present
At the interview, patients first signed an informed

consent form.

The informed consent form stated that the

patient would be asked to complete a questionnaire
concerning:

his attitudes and intentions toward not

and
smoking in the next two weeks; his history of smoking

not smoking; and his plans to not smoke.

The form also
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stated that the patient might be asked to provide a
breath
sample, and that a follow-up interview would take place

two weeks after the present interview.

Respondents were

informed that they were free to withdraw from the study at
any time without penalty, and that their responses would

be confidential.

Patients were told that they might be asked to

provide a breath sample, because the study had initially

been designed to use an objective measure of the presence
or absence of smoking to confirm respondents’ self-reports
of smoking behavior.

Unfortunately, the equipment needed

to take and analyze breath samples was under repair at the

time the data were collected.
One to two weeks after the inital interview, all

respondents were given a second interview by telephone.

Measures Taken at the First Interview
The measures completed at the first interview

included sociodemographic variables, variables related to
respondents’ smoking history and history of smoking

cessation behaviors, plans for quitting smoking, social
pressure to smoke, and the components of the theory of

planned behavior.
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SQCiQC^^mQgraPhics

.

Respondents were asked their age,

marital status, the occupation they had for the majority
of the years they had been employed, and their current

occupational status.

Each occupation was coded into one

of seven categories,

ranging from professional to

unskilled labor, according to the Social Status Scale of
Warner, Meeker, and Eehls (1957), see the results section

for complete details.

Smoking history

.

All respondents were asked whether

or not they currently smoke, the age at which they began

smoking regularly, and how many packs per day they had
smoked on the average during the time they had smoked.

Respondents who stated that they were current smokers
were asked how many packs of cigarettes per day they smoke
and what brand they usually smoke (i.e., non-filter,

regular filter, or low tar filter cigarettes).

Smoking cessation history

.

All respondents were

asked how many times they had attempted to quit smoking

during their lifetime, and how many years they had smoked
before they made their first attempt to quit.
The exsmokers were asked how many years ago they had

stopped smoking cigarettes.

The smokers were asked what

the longest period of time was that they had ever stopped
smoking, how long ago they had most recently tried to

.
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stop, how long the most recent attempt had lasted, and the

situation in which they had started smoking again.
Plans for quitting smoking

.

All respondents were

asked whether or not they had a plan for not smoking, and
to explain whatever response they gave.
The theory of planned behavior

assessed in the following way.

.

Intention was

At different points in the

interview, respondents were asked to rate the extent to

which they will make an effort to not smoke over the next
two weeks (on a scale labeled agree and disagree at the
endpoints), the extent to which they intend to not smoke

over the next two weeks (on a scale labeled likely and

unlikely at the endpoints), and the extent to which they
will try to not smoke over the next two weeks (on a scale

labeled likely and unlikely at the endpoints).

All the

scales had seven points, and respondents were instructed
on how to use them.

Responses to these scales were

summed, to yield a measure of intention (Cronbach’s

alpha=.89).

Higher scores on the intention measure

represented the intention to not smoke throughout the next
two weeks

Attitude was assessed in the following way.

Respondents were asked to rate

my not smoking over the

next two weeks" on 11 7-point scales.

These scales were:

.
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good-bad, rewarding-punishing, sophisticated-

unsophisticated, unpleasant-pleasant, harmful-beneficial,
foolish-wise, delightful-disgusting, worthless-valuable,
si-f-ractive-unattractive

nauseating.

,

safe-unsafe, and enjoyable-

Responses to the scales were summed

(Cronbach’s alpha=.82; the scales unpleasant-pleasant,

harmful-beneficial, foolish-wise, and worthless-valuable

were reverse scored) so that higher scores represented
more favorable attitudes toward not smoking during the

next two weeks

Subjective norm was assessed as follows.

At

different times during the interview, respondents rated
the extent to which most people who are important to them

would support or oppose them not smoking over the next two
weeks, would approve or disapprove of them not smoking

over the next two weeks, and think they should or should
not smoke over the next two weeks.

Reponses to these 7-

point scales were summed (Cronbach’s alpha=.86).

Higher

scores represented greater perceived social pressure to
not smoke during the specified time period.

Perceived behavioral control was assessed by asking
respondents to rate two scales.

One measured the extent

to which not smoking over the next two weeks was easy or

difficult on a 7-point scale.

The other measured the

extent to which the respondent perceived himself as having

.
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control over whether or not he smoked in the next two
weeks; this scale was also 7-points, and was labeled "no

control" and "complete control" at the endpoints.

The

responses to these two scales were summed (^=.51,
P<.005).

Higher scores represented greater perceptions of

having control over not smoking.
Specific perceived behavioral control

.

Respondents

were asked the extent to which they perceived themselves
as having control over not smoking during the next two

weeks in four specific situations that could occur:

when

they need to relax because they are upset, tense, angry,
or excited; when they have withdrawal symptoms that make

them very uncomfortable; when they need stimulation
because they are bored or tired; and when they are in
certain situations which they associate with smoking, such
as being around other smokers,

and so on.

drinking alcohol or coffee,

These ratings were made on 7-point scales

labeled "no control" (1) and "complete control" (7) at the

endpoints

.
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Measures Take n at the Second Interview

The th eory of planned behavior

.

Behavior was

assessed by asking respondents whether or not they had
smoked at all since the first interview.

Respondents were

also asked whether or not they had intended to stop

smoking completely since the first interview.
Questions asked of smokers

.

The respondents who were

classified as smokers at the first interview and stated
that they had smoked since the first interview were asked

how many packs of cigarettes they had smoked per day since
that time.

They were also asked in which situations they

most enjoyed or wanted to smoke; the situations were coded
into the same categories used in the specific perceived

behavioral control items, i.e., smoking to relax, smoking
to avoid withdrawal symptoms,

smoking for stimulation, and

smoking in situations associated with this behavior.

The

respondents who were classified as smokers at the first

interview and stated that they had not smoked since the
first interview were asked when and why they had stopped
smoking, and in what situations it was most difficult for

them to resist smoking; again, the situations were coded
into the categories for specific perceived behavioral

control
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Questio ns asked of exsmokers

.

Respondents who were

classified as exsmokers at the first interview and stated
that they had not smoked since the first interview were

asked whether or not they had ever had an impulse to
smoke, and if so,

in what situations; the situations were

coded into the categories for specific perceived

behavioral control.

Those respondents who were classified

as exsmokers at the first interview but stated that they

had smoked since that occasion, were asked why they had
smoked again, in what situation they had smoked their
first cigarette, and in what situation they most wanted or

enjoyed a cigarette.

Responses were coded into the

categories of specific perceived behavioral control.
Sources of bias

.

In order to try to determine if

participating in the study had affected respondents’
smoking behavior, all respondents were asked whether or
not the first interview had led them to change their

smoking behaviors in any way.

In order to try to

determine if respondents’ answers were affected by social

desirability biases, the patients were asked if they
thought that their doctor at the VAMC or any other doctor

would learn of what they said in the interviews.

,

CHAPTER III
RESULTS

Description of Respondents

Respondents were asked at the first interview whether
or not they smoked at all.

Those who said yes were

classified as smokers (n=27, 50%); those who said no were

classified as exsmokers (n=27

50%).

The groups of

smokers and exsmokers were compared on variables related
to sociodemographics, smoking history, smoking cessation

history, plans for quitting smoking, and the theory of

planned behavior.
Sociodemographics
All of the respondents were white males.

They ranged

in aged from 34 to 74 years old, with a mean age of 59.91

years (SD=8.28).

There was no significant difference in

the ages of the smokers and exsmokers (t(52)=1.79, ns).

Most of the respondents were married (n=29, 53.7%); 14
(25.9%) were divorced or separated,

single, and four

seven (13.0%) were

(7.4%) were widowed.

No difference was

found between smokers and exsmokers on marital status (Chi
square (3)=4.12, ns).
At the time they were interviewed, only seven

respondents (13.0%) were employed and working fulltime;
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thirty five (64.8%) were retired, three (5.6%) were
on
sick leave, and nine (16.7%) had some other work status
such as working parttime, doing occasional odd jobs,

working at the V.A.M.C. day treatment center, and so on.
There was not a significant difference between smokers and

exsmokers on their occupational status (Chi-square
(3)=1.76, ns).

The occupations that respondents had for most of the

years that they were working were rated according to the
Social Status Scale of Warner, Meeker, and Eehls (1949).

Smokers and exsmokers held similar types of occupations
(Chi-square (6) =4. 70, ns).

The occupations of twenty

respondents (37.0%) were in category

5,

i.e.,

sales,

manual labor, and protective and service work.
respondents (16.7%) were in category
foremen.

i.e.,

Eight respondents were in category

teachers and supervisors.

category

4,

6,

i.e.,

clerks and
3,

i.e.,

Six respondents (11.1%) were in

semi-skilled workers.

(7.4%) were in category 7,

Nine

Four respondents

i.e., unskilled workers.

respondents (7.4%) were in category
Three respondents were in category

2,
1,

Four

i.e., managers.
i.e., professionals.
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Smokers*

smoking behavior

.

At the time of being interviewed, on the average the

smokers were smoking 1.14 packs of cigarettes per day
(SD=.55).

Twelve smokers (44.4%) were smoking low tar

cigarettes, eight (29.6%) were smoking non-filter
cigarettes, and seven (25.9%) were smoking regular

filtered cigarettes.
Smoking History
Past behavior generally is the best predictor of

future behavior.

In this study, however,

all subjects

shared long histories (past behavior) of smoking

cigarettes and of having C.O.P.D..

Therefore it was not

expected that past general behaviors such as packyears
smoked, age of smoking onset or average packs per day

smoked would predict the future behavior of cessation.
The mean age at which the C.O.P.D. patients began

smoking was 16.07 years (SD=3.14), with a range of
years.

8

to 26

Smokers and exsmokers did not differ significantly

on the age at which they began to smoke (t( 52) =1.31, ns).

The mean number of packs per day that respondents smoked
for the majority of their smoking years was 1.86
(SD=.71).

The number of packs per day that respondents

smoked did not differ between the smokers and exsmokers
(t(52)=.76, ns).

For each respondent, the number of packs

he
he smoked per day was multiplied by the number of years
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smoked, to obtain number of pack years.

The smokers and

exmsokers did not differ on number of pack years
(Mean=74.24, SD=36.69; t(52)=.17, ns).

respondents

Thus,

as expected,

histories of smoking behaviors were unrelated

to whether or not they had been successful at quitting

smoking.

Smoking Cessation History
The smokers and exsmokers did not differ on the

number of times they had ever tried to quit smoking
(t(52)<l).

Two respondents (3.7%) had never tried to

quit, eleven (20.4%) had tried once, twenty three (42.7%)

had made from

2

to

10 to 25 attempts,

9

attempts, nine (16.8%) had made from

five (9.3%) had made 100 attempts, one

(1.9) had made 200 attempts,

and two (3.7%) respondents

said they had tried to quit smoking at least 1,000 times.

One respondent (1.9%) was unable to estimate how many

times he had attempted to quit smoking.

The smokers and

exsmokers did not differ on the number of years they had
smoked before their first attempt to stop smoking
(t(52)=1.12, ns).

On the average, they had smoked for

25.52 years (SD=14.68) before they tried to quit.

For

each respondent, the number of packs per day he had smoked
was multiplied by the number of years he had smoked before
he tried to quit, to obtain the number of pack years for

this interval.

Smokers and exsmokers did not differ on

.
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the number of pack years before their first attempt
to

quite smoking (Mean=48.55, SD= 34.89); t<1.09, ns).

Thus,

contrary to expectation, the histories of respondents’

smoking cessation behaviors were not associated with their
status as smokers or exsmokers

Exsmokers’ smoking cessation behavior

.

The mean age at which the exsmokers had stopped

smoking was 53.19 years (SD=11.99).

They had stopped

smoking for an average of 10.00 years (SD=9.59) before the
interview.
Smokers’ Cessation History

The smokers were asked how long their longest attempt

to quit smoking had lasted.

Of the twenty four

respondents who gave an answer, three (12.5%) said their
longest try had lasted less than one day, three (12.5%)
said less than a week, three (12.5%) said less than a
month, nine (37.5%) said between one and three months, one
(4.2%) said between three and six months,

four (16.7%)

said between six months and a year, and one (4.2%) said

between one and two years.

Next, the smokers were asked

how long ago they had most recently tried to quite smoking
cigarettes.

Of the twenty four respondents who answered,

one (4.1%) said less than one day ago, one (4.1%) said
less than one week ago, five (20.8%) said within one month
ago,

five (20.8%) said between one and three months ago,
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four (16.6%) said between three and six months ago,
two
(8.2%) said between six months and one year ago, five

(20.8%) said between one and two years ago, and one (4.1%)

said more than five years ago.

The smokers were then

asked how long their most recent attempt to quit smoking
had lasted.

Of the twenty four respondents who answered,

five (20.8%) said less than one day, seven (29.2%) said
less than one week,

seven (29.2%) said less than one

month, four (16.7%) said between one and three months, and

one (4.2%) said between three and six months.

Plans for Quitting Smoking
There was a significant difference between the

smokers and exsmokers on whether or not they had a

specific plan to stop smoking (Chi-square (1)=10.13,
P<.002).

However, the nature of this difference was

unexpected.

Among the hypotheses of the study was the

expectation that exsmokers would be likely to have
specific and clear plans for how to not smoke, whereas
smokers would be unlikely to have such plans.

The results

showed that of the exsmokers, only one (3.7%) had a plan
for not smoking, and twenty six (96.3%) had no plan.

Of

the smokers, eighteen (66.7%) had a plan and nine (33.3%)
did not.

See Table

1.
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TABLE

1

Exi stence Of Cessation Plans

SMOKERS

PLANS

NO PLANS

EXSMOKERS

18

1

9

26

.
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Further analyses were conducted to understand the

unexpected finding that the exsmokers were less likely
than the smokers to have a plan for not smoking.
Respondents’ plans for how to not smoke fell into one of
five categories:

(1) the respondent planned to quit by

getting help from others,

(2) the respondent planned to

quit by increasing his own efforts,

(3) the

respondent did

not have a plan, but conveyed a lifelong commitment to and

acceptance of not smoking,
a plan,

(4)

the respondent did not have

but wanted to quit smoking, and (5) the respondent

did not have a plan, and wanted to continue smoking.

Four of the smokers (14.8%) but none of the exsmokers

planned to get help from others.

Fourteen (51.9%) of the

smokers but only one of the exsmokers (3.7%) planned to
use more self -effort.

Six smokers (22.2%) but only three

exsmokers (11.1%) had no plan for how to quit.

Three

smokers (11.1%) and no exsmokers planned to continue
smoking.

Finally, none of the smokers, in contrast to

twenty three of the exsmokers (85.2%), expressed a
lifelong commitment to not smoking although they did not
have a plan per se
See Table

2.
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TABLE

2

Types Qf Cessation Plans

SMO KERS

INCREASED SELF EFFORTS

EXSMOKERS

14

1

SEEK OTHER’S HELP

4

0

COMMITMENT TO ABSTINENCE

0

23

NO PLAN BUT DESIRE TO QUIT

6

3

NO PLAN, NO DESIRE TO QUIT

3

0
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The The ory of Planned Behavior
To begin to examine the theory of planned behavior
in

the context of the present study

,

the smokers were

compared to the exsmokers on each of the components of the
theory of planned behavior: behavior, intention, attitude,
subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control.

Then,

correlations were computed to determine the relationships
among the components.

Finally, multiple regression

analyses were performed to determine the predictors of

behavior and of intention, and to compare the predictive
accuracy of the theory of planned behavior to that of the

theory of reasoned action.
A chi-square analysis was conducted to compare

smokers to exsmokers on whether or not they had smoked any

cigarettes in the two weeks between the first and second
interviews (i.e., behavior).

The results showed that the

smokers were significantly more likely to have smoked

during the two week period (n=22, 81.5%) than the
exsmokers (n=l, 3.7%); Chi-square (2)=36.31, p<.001.

.
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T-tests were conducted to compare smokers to

exsmokers on the other components of the Theory of Planned
Behavior.

Table

3.

The results of these analyses are presented in
The table shows that in comparison to the

smokers, the exsmokers had significantly greater

intentions to refrain from smoking over the two week
period, had a more positive attitude toward not smoking

during this time, and perceived themselves as having

greater control over not smoking.

The exsmokers and

smokers did not differ, however, on perceived social

pressure to not smoke (i.e., on subjective norm).
To examine further the theory of planned behavior,

intercorrelations were computed among the components of
the theory.

The correlations are presented in Table

4.

The behavior of not smoking is positively related to

greater perceived behavioral control over not smoking,

positive attitudes toward not smoking, and intention to
not smoke over the two week period.

Intention is

positively correlated with attitude and especially with

perceived behavioral control.

Attitude has a positive

association with subjective norm and with perceived
behavioral control
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TABLE

3

Comparisons of Smoke rs and Exsmokers on Components of
Theory of Planned Behavior

Variable

Exsmokers

Smokers

X(SD)

X(SD)

t(52)

Intention

20.56 (1.12)

14.52

71.26 (7.39)

57.15 (10.18)

20.52 (1.48)

19.70

13.56 (1.21)

5.56

6.08)

(

5.07*

Attitude
5.07*

Subjective Norm

(

3.34)

1.16

Perceived
Behavioral Ctl
12.50*

p<

.

001

.

(

3.13)
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TABLE

4

Intercorrelations of the Components of
the Theory of Planned Behavior

Intention

Attitude

S.

Norm

P.B.C.

678*

Behavior

.407*

.495*

Intention

—

.476*

.170

.707*

Attitude

—

—

.487*

.687*

—

—

.112

Subjective Norm

E< 002
.

S.

Norm

P.B.C.

=
=

Subjective Norm.

Perceived Behavioral Control.

.

184

.
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In the next analysis of the theory of planned

behavior, the predictors of behavior were examined.

A

hierarchical multiple regression was performed, predicting

behavior from intention on the first step of the analysis,
and adding perceived behavioral control as a predictor on
the second step.

This analysis was conducted to determine

whether perceived behavioral control contributed to the
prediction of behavior, above and beyond the contribution
of intention.

The results of the first step showed that

intention was a significant predictor of behavior (b=.407,
The results of the second step showed that when

E<.003).

perceived behavioral control was added, it made

a

significant contribution to the prediction of behavior
(b=.779, R2 change=.304, e<. 001).

Intention became

nonsignificant (b=-.144, ns; R=.686, e<. 001).

The theory

of planned behavior explained 45% (R2 adjusted) of the

variance in behavior, whereas the theory of reasoned
action explained only 16% of the variance.
Table

2,

As shown in

the general measure of perceived behavioral

control is a significant predictor of behavior when

considered alone (r=.678, p<.0001), accounting for 46% of
the variance.
The next analysis examined the predictors of

intention.

Again, a hierarchical multiple regression was

performed.

Here, attitude and subjective norm were
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entered on the first step, and perceived behavioral
control was entered on the second step, to examine whether

perceived behavioral control contributed to the prediction
of intention,

norm.

above and beyond attitude and subjective

On the first step, attitude (b=.515, p<.002) was a

significant predictor, but subjective norm was not
(b=.181, ns; R=.481, p<.002).

On the second step,

perceived behavioral control proved to be a significant

predictor of intention (b=.782, p<.001); attitude
(b=-.134, ns) and subjective norm (b=.148) were not

significant (R=.716, p<.001).

The theory of planned

behavior accounted for 48% (R2 adjusted) of the variance
in intention, but the theory of reasoned action accounted

for only 20% (R2 adjusted).

The correlation between the

general measure of perceived behavioral control and

intention (r=.707, p<.0001, see Table

4)

indicates that,

taken alone, greater perceived behavioral control over not
smoking significantly predicts non-smoking behavior.

General perceived behavioral control accounts for 50% of
the variance in behavior.
The final set of analyses on the theory of reasoned

action involved the specific measures of perceived

behavioral control over not smoking.

Recall that subjects
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were asked to indicate the extent to which they had
control over four types of circumstances in which people

often smoke: smoking in order to relax, smoking in order
to avoid the physical symptoms of withdrawal, smoking in

order to be stimulated, and smoking because it is

associated with particular situations such as finishing
meal or drinking beer with friends.

a

T-tests comparing

exsmokers to smokers on each of the four specific measures
of perceived behavioral control showed that the two groups

differed significantly on each measure (see Table 5).

The

exsmokers perceived themselves as having more control in
every situation.
The next analysis was undertaken to determine if the

specific measures of perceived behavioral control over not

smoking predicted behavior.

The four specific measures

were entered into a stepwise multiple regression analysis
to predict behavior.

The results showed that only one

predictor variable, having control over not smoking to
relax, was significant (b=.666, p<.0001), accounting for

44% of the variance.

More perceived control over the

specific situation of avoiding smoking when needing to
relax was associated with the behavior of not smoking.
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TABLE

5

Comparisons of Smokers and Exsmokers
on Specific Measures of Perceived Behavioral Control

Smokers
S.P.B.C.

X (SD)

Exsmokers
X

(SD^

t(52)

To relax

3.33(1.93)

6.93(

.39)

3.81(2.34)

6.93(

.27)

4.81(2.27)

6.93(

.39)

2.96(2.18)

6.85(

.77)

8.47*

To avoid withdrawal

6.87*

To be stimulated

4.76*

Situational smoking
8.76*

E <.001

S.P.B.C.

=

Specific Perceived Behavioral Control
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A similar analysis was conducted to predict whether

the specific measures of perceived behavioral control were

related to intention.

Again, the specific measures were

entered into a stepwise multiple regression analysis.

Perceived behavioral control over not smoking in order to
relax was again the only significant predictor variable
(b=.703 ,p<.0001), accounting for 49% of the variance.

Greater perceived control in this specific situation was
associated with a greater intention to not smoke.
A stepwise regression analysis was conducted to

predict the general measure of perceived behavioral
control from the specific measures of perceived behavioral

Perceived control over not smoking despite

control.

withdrawal symptoms (b=.523, e<. 001) and in situations

associated with smoking (b=.483, p<.001) were both
significant predictors, together accounting for 84% of the

variance in general perceived behavioral control (R-.910,
p<.001)

.

The next analysis considered smokers and exsmokers

separately to examine perceived behavioral control over
the four specific situations.

Specifically, within the

each pair
group of smokers, t-tests were conducted between
variables, to
of specific perceived behavioral control
the
determine if any were rated higher or lower than

.
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others.

The same analysis was repeated for the

exsmokers
The results for the smokers showed that perceived

behavioral control over not smoking for stimulation
(Mean=4.81, SD=2.27) was rated significantly higher than

perceived control over not smoking in the other three
types of situations:

to avoid withdrawal symptoms

(Mean=3.81, SD=2.34, t(26)=-1.96, p<.06), to relax

(Mean=3.33, SD=1.93, t(26)=-2.99, p<.006), and to smoke in

situations associated with smoking (Mean=2.96, SD=2.18,
t ( 26 ) =-3 39
.

,

p<.002).

The smokers showed no other

significant differences among the specific perceived

behavioral control items.

The exsmokers did not show any

significant differences at all among the specific

perceived behavioral control variables.

Exsmokers

perceived themselves as strongly and equally in control of
all smoking situations.

Results of the Second Interview
At the second interview, respondents were asked if

they had intended at the time of the first interview to
stop smoking completely.

The exsmokers were more likely

to say yes (n=27, 100%) than were the smokers (n=13,
48.1%; Chi-square(l)=15. 75, p<.001).

Respondents were

also asked at the second interview whether or not

participating in the first interview had changed their
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smoking behaviors in any way.

None of the exsmokers said

yes, whereas four (14.8%) smokers said yes; this

difference was not significant (X2(l)=2.70, ns).

Among

the smokers, no difference was found in the number of

packs per day they were smoking as of the first
interviews, and the number per day they were smoking as of
the second interview (t<l, ns).

Smokers and exsmokers did

not differ on whether or not they thought that their

physician at the Northamptom VAMC, or any other doctor,

would learn of their answers to the first or second
interview

(

Chi-square

(

2

)

=2 35
.

,

ns).

Three smokers (11.1%)

and one exsmoker (3.7%) said yes, whereas ten smokers
(37.0%) and eight exsmokers (29.6%) said no.

Fourteen

smokers (51.9%) and eighteen exsmokers (66.7%) said they

had never considered whether or not their doctors would
hear of their answers; the question had simply never

entered their minds.
At the second interview, the exsmokers were asked

whether they had had the impulse to smoke since the first
interview.

Fourteen (25.9%) said yes.

Most often, they

wanted to smoke in situations they associated with smoking
(n=ll); two respondents wanted to smoke in order to relax,

and one wanted to smoke to avoid withdrawal symptoms.

The

smokers were asked in what situation they most wanted to
smoke.

Ten respondents (37.0%) said they wanted to smoke
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in order to relax, two (7.4%) smoked to avid withdrawal

symptoms, and fifteen (55.6%) wanted to smoke most in

situations they associated with smoking.

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION

Sociodemographics

Subjects were all white males, reflective of the

predominantly white and male population of the Northampton
V.A.M.C..

American racial minorities and females were

excluded from the study because they appear in the

Northampton V.A.M.C. patient population too infrequently
to obtain significant numbers of them and because it is

not known how or if these other groups are similar or

dissimilar to white male C.O.P.D. patients.
Smokers and exsmokers were not significantly

different on marital status, occupational status, or
social status.

Most of the respondents were married men

of working class and middle class backgrounds.

Although

there is evidence that higher status males are more likely
to quit smoking (Green, 1979), only seven respndents were
in higher status classifications.

There was no significant difference in current

employability between the smoking and nonsmoking groups.
Most of the respondents were retired (64.8%) or on sick
leave (5.6%) with a minority (13%) continuing to work full
time.

This is to be expected because of subjects’ ages
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and because C.O.P.D.

is a powerfully debilitating disease

that often renders work behaviors difficult or
impossible.

Both the physical and emotional demands of

work may tax the C.O.P.D. patient’s limited respiratory
capacities
The Theory Of Planned Behavior

According to the theory of planned behavior the
association between intention and behavior is shaped by
three factors.

First the intention measure must be equal

in specificity to the behavior in question.

In the

current study instead of using general health beliefs or
general locus of control constructs to predict a specific

health behavior we used measures of intention specific to
smoking.

The second factor recognized that intentions may

change, for a variety of reasons, over time.

Again in the

current study we examined immediate intention ("Over the
next week...") and did not leave the question open ended
(

"Eventually ... or one day

I

intend to stop smoking.").

Finally the third factor that shapes the relationship

between intention and behavior is the requirement that the
specific behavior examined be to some degree under the

volitional control of the actor.
is clear that while C.O.P.D.

In examining smoking it

smokers often do control and

eliminate their smoking there are many internal and
external factors which interfere with their control even

.
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when these smokers intend to stop smoking.

Further the

presence of formidable or apparently insurmountable
internal and external factors may lead to an actual

decrease in intention to stop smoking among C.O.P.D.
patients
For C.O.P.D. patients the external factors which may

interfere with control of their smoking behaviors include
the presence of withdrawal symptoms, C.O.P.D. patients’

needs to relax or to be stimulated and the presence of

external cues associated with smoking which trigger the

smoking sequence

Although withdrawal symptoms and needs

.

to relax or be stimulated arise within each smoker they

are "external" in that they are outside the immediate

control of smokers

.

Smokers may cope with them with

different degrees of effectiveness but are no more in
control of their arrival or existence than they are in

control of seeing advertisements for cigarettes in

magazines or on billboards.

Smokers are not in control of

many of these external factors and often also lack control
of internal factors which limit their ability to cope with

external factors.

Internal factors which interfere with

smokers’ abilities to stop smoking include a lack of

knowledge, planning and skills to cope with the external

factors prompting smoking, in short a lack of resources.

What is important in the T.O.P.B. is the smoker’s ability
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to marshall the necessary resources in order to

successfully achieve and maintain smoking cessation.
C.O.P.D. patients who continue to smoke may lack

control over the internal factors required to cope with
the external factors contributing to smoking.

The lack of

control contributes to the (accurate) perception of lack
of control and also leads to decreased motivation i.e.
I

can’t change,

I

"If

don’t intend to change." and even

perhaps a "sour grapes" attitude reflected in the less

positive attitudes associated with decreased perceived

behavioral control.

So although control of smoking is

clearly possible, it is most likely when smokers perceive
it as possible.

Unfortunately until they percieve the

possibility, they are likely to have decreased motivation
to begin learning how to control their smoking.

The

ability to stop smoking therefore is dependent not only on
smokers’ motivation (evidenced by attitude, subjective

norm and actual capacity) but also by smokers’ perceptions
of their capacities to quit,

control over smoking.

their perceived behavioral

According to the T.O.P.B., smokers’

beliefs about their abilities to successfully master the
knowledge, planning and skills (resources) necessary to
stop smoking are very important in shaping intentions and

behaviors, if the behavior is really under the control of
the actor.

In other words it isn’t enough.

.
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according to the T.O.P.B. to intend to stop smoking for
successful cessation to occur.

C.O.P.D. smokers must also

believe that they can stop smoking, they must perceive
their own control over smoking.

These beliefs about their

control are based on information from a variety of sources

including their own previous (successful or unsuccessful)
efforts to achieve and maintain smoking cessation.

According to the T.O.P.B. perceived behavioral
control can affect behavior either by its’ impact on

intention or independent of intention and directly on the

behavior in question.

In the current study perceived

behavioral control would predict smoking behavior directly
to the extent that it reflects subjects’

real control over

smoking cessation and if smoking behavior is not under

complete volitional control.
Prediction Of Intention
The Ajzen model of the T.O.P.B. hypothesizes that

intention can be predicted from attitude, subjective norm
and perceived behavioral control
In the first step of a hierarchical multiple

regression analysis attitude was a significant predictor
of intention.

It is not surprising that attitude was a

5tg];^ificant predictor of intention.

Those subjects who

held attitudes that not smoking over the next week was
good,

rewarding, positive etc. are more likely to intend
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to not smoke over the next week.

It is easier and more

likely that a person will intend to, try to or attempt to
do something that is rewarding than to do something that
is not rewarding or even punishing.

C.O.P.D. patients who

have successfully stopped smoking are likely to emphasize
the positive aspects of not smoking while minimizing or

denying the costs of the cessation process because, for
them, the difficult cessation process is no longer a

salient issue but the ongoing benefits of not smoking are

important issues.

Similarly for those C.O.P.D. patients

who have not stopped smoking their atitudes towards not

smoking over the next week will probably involve their
attitudes towards the cessation process for them over the
next week.

One problem with this study is that it isn’t

clear if smokers and exsmokers are responding to the same

things ie. smokers, when asked about not smoking over the
next week may be responding primarily to the often

difficult and unpleasant process of quitting while
exsmokers may be responding to the results of this process
eg.

the benefits one incurs once one has successfully

managed to truly stop smoking (eg. for at least one
year).

It might be interesting to ask current smokers how

they would feel about not smoking over the next week if
they could do so without going the often painful and

difficult cessation process.

It might also be useful and
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interesting to ask exsmokers in addition to their
attitudes towards not smoking, their attitudes towards the

cessation process apart from the beneficial consequences
of that process.
In the hierarchical multiple regression analysis

subjective norm was not a significant predictor of

intention to smoke for C.O.P.D. patients.

This

begins to

make sense when we look at the nature of the target
population, C.O.P.D. patients.

Subjective norm involves

the normative or spoken values of those people most

important to the C.O.P.D. patient.

If it is safe to

assume that the C.O.P.D. patients have typically mutual

relationships with their significant others then it is
safe to say that not only are these people important to

the C.O.P.D, patients but the C.O.P.D. patients are

important to these significant others.

The significant

others of C.O.P.D, patients are likely to be aware of
C.O.P.D. patients’ diagnoses and of the fact that

cigarette smoking is not only a likely cause of C.O.P.D.
but also that it definitely increases the frequency and

intensity of pulmonary symptoms.

In addition they are

likely to believe that smoking will shorten the lives of

their C.O.P.D. loved ones.

In fact both smokers and

exsmokers reported very strong subjective norms

discouraging their smoking.

In a study using the Ajzen-
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Fishbein T.O.R.A. model with healthy adolescents
Chassin
et al.,

(1981) found that subjective norm was a

significant predictor of smoking intention variance but

that compared to subjective norm

.

.the attitudinal

component is consistently the more important of the two."
p.

449.

In a followup and extension of Chassin’

Presson et al

.

,

(1984) also found the T.O.R.A.

s

work

successful

in predicting smoking intention among healthy

adolescents.

Here too both subjective norm and attitude

were significant factors in accounting for the variance
and again attitude was found more important than

subjective norm in predicting smoking intention.
C.O.P.D. patients’

significant others are likely, in

general, to feel that smoking for these patients is a bad
idea,

contributing to patients’ morbidity and mortality.

The responses in this study reflect this.

Across the

board C.O.P.D. patients feel that those important to them

want them to not smoke.

It is not surprising to find that

subjective norm is not a significant predictor of
patients’
week.

intention to smoke or not smoke over the next

Clearly however, even strong subjective normative

pressure to not smoke is insufficient to enable all
C.O.P.D. patients to stop smoking.
The uniformity of the significant others antismoking

norms for C.O.P.D. patients may be part of the reason why
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the T.O.R.A. accounted for "only" 20% of the variance in
intention.

In other studies where there is greater

difference on subjective norm we would expect the T.O.R.A.
to account for even more of the variance in intention.

Perceived behavioral control proved to be a
significant predictor of intention to not smoke.

C.O.P.D.

patients who felt that they exercised great control over
smoking were significantly more likely to intend to not
smoke than those subjects who did not perceive such
control.

Although attitude accounted for 20% of the

variance in intention to smoke on the first step of the
hierarchical regression analysis the introduction of

perceived behavioral control on the second step improved
the prediction of intentions to 48% (R2, adjusted).

Perceived behavioral control improved the prediction of
intentions over and above attitude.

It is not so

important apparently whether or not there are difficulties
in not smoking to this sample but rather what is important
is their perception of their control over these

difficulties.

Subjects perceptions of control were

clearly very important in shaping their intentions.
seems that when C.O.P.D. patients say

they often also say
intend to smoke."

"I will not smoke

I

not smoke

can
or

It

I

do not

Intention seems to be powerfully shaped

by subjects’ perceptions of their capacities.
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Unfortunately this also suggests that when these patients
say that "I can’t control my smoking" they often follow

with a similarly disappointing intention of
intend to smoke

.

"I

expect or

Behavioral control over smoking for

C.O.P.D. patients appears a powerful predictor and shaper
of intentions toward smoking.

The combination of positive attitudes towards not

smoking and a strong sense of control over not smoking

contributed to the subjects’ intentions to not smoke.
C.O.P.D.

For

subjects intention to smoke is clearly a product

of both attitudes toward smoking and perceived behavioral

control over smoking but not subjective norms towards
smoking.

Predictors Of Behavior
In a hierarchical multiple regression analysis of the

predictors of behavior intention was entered on the first
step.

Intention was shown to be a significant predictor

of behavior (b

=

.407, p

<

.003).

For

C.O.P.D. patients

intention explains 16% of the variance in future smoking
behavior.

In fact those subjects who most strongly

intended not to smoke over the next week in fact were most
likely to not smoke during that week.

This is in

accordance with both the Theory of Reasoned Action and the
Theory of Planned Behavior.

,
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In the second step of the multiple
regression general

preceived behavioral control was added to the analysis.

Perceived behavioral control made a significant
contribution to the prediction of behavior.

It is clear

that for C.O.P.D. patients significant predictors of

smoking behavior are both their intentions to smoke or not
smoke and their general preceived behavioral control over

the process of smoking.

Using only the factors detailed

in the T.O.R.A. we can explain 16% of the variance in

smoking behavior.
T.O.P.B.

Using the factors detailed in the

we can explain 45% of the variance in C.O.P.D.

patients’ smoking behavior.

Intention alone, although a

significant predictor of smoking behavior among C.O.P.D.

patients is not an exhaustive or exclusive predictor of
such behavior.

Further when perceived behavioral control

was entered alone it explained 46% (R2, adjusted) of the

variance in behavior.
behavioral

The inclusion of perceived

control greatly strengthens our capacity to

predict and understand C.O.P.D. patient smoking behavior.
In a similar but larger recent study Eiser et al.,

(1985),

found that intention predicted smoking cessation

attempts among chronic smokers but that perceived control
(Confidence") predicted cessation success.

Eiser et al

found that intention to stop smoking was dependent on

attitude ("perceived health benefits") and perceived

.
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control

(

confidence

)

.

Intention to stop smoking was

a

significant predictor of those smokers who would actually
try to stop during the study.

However, once the group of

smokers who tried to stop smoking was identified,

perceived control (and not intention) significantly
predicted smoking behavior even at one year followup.
Those with greater confidence in their ability to quit
(e.g.

manage the resources and opportunities required for

quitting) were significantly more likely to maintain

cessation than those with less confidence.
(1985),

Eiser et al

.

,

found that those subjects who lacked confidence in

their ability to quit (who lacked a sense of perceived

behavioral control over their smoking) were less likely to
intend to quit, less likely to try to quit, less likely to
quit and more likely to relapse when they did quit than

those with a greater sense of control over smoking.
Those C.O.P.D. patients who lacked the intention to

stop smoking and lacked a sense of perceived behavioral

control over smoking were significantly more likely to
smoke cigarettes.

The results of the analysis of the

T.O.P.B. are somewhat disturbing in that it indicates that

even smokers with long standing pulmonary disease, regular

physical problems exacerbated by smoking, who receive
regular treatment for their pulmonary disorders and the

complications thereof, who receive strong advice against

.
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smoking by a "trusted physician and who experience s"brong
social pressure from significant others to stop smoking

nonetheless lack the intention to stop smoking and lack

perceived control over smoking when compared to similar
medical patients who have stopped smoking.

Intention and

perceived behavioral control, singly and together are
important predictors of smoking behavior.

It is unclear

why some pulmonary patients lack these important

cognitions and why others hold them strongly.

It is very

clear that these cognitions are important factors in the

smoking behaviors that are chosen by C.O.P.D. patients.
C.O.P.D. patients who smoke differ from those who

have stopped in motivation and capacity.

They appear to

lack control and/or perceived control over the internal

factors (knowledge, planning, skills, cognitions) required
to successfully cope with external factors (withdrawal

symptoms, mood fluctuations,

smoking behaviors).

situational cues which prompt

Control of smoking by many C.O.P.D.

patients is clearly possible but paradoxically it is most

possible when they perceive it as possible.

Unfortunately

until they perceive it as possible they are likely to have

decreased motivation to begin learning how to achieve
control of the internal factors allowing them to

successfully cope with the external factors prompting
smoking
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Specific Perceived Behavioral Control
It was hypothesized that the C.O.P.D.

smokers and

exsmokers would have significantly different senses of

perceived behavioral control specific to certain high risk
smoking experiences as well as significantly different
senses of general perceived control over smoking.

General perceived control is clearly a very important

predictor of intention to not smoke and of actual smoking
behavior among C.O.P.D. patients.

Yet general perceived

control tells us little about the specific situations in

which many smokers and exsmokers may have difficulty in

managing their smoking behaviors.

A review of the

literature revealed four areas/circumstances in which

smoking is often difficult to manage.

These areas include

situations in which people smoke in order to relax, or
they smoke in order to be stimulated or they smoke in

order to avoid withdrawal symptoms or they smoke in
situations associated with smoking.

We examined subjects’

perceived control over smoking in each of these specific
areas providing us with indices of subjects’ sense of

perceived control specific to situations in which smoking

management is difficult for many non C.O.P.D. smokers and
exsmokers.

It was found that C.O.P.D.

smokers and

exsmokers differed significantly on perceived control in

each of these specific areas.

The exsmokers perceived

)
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themselves as having significantly greater control in each
of the specific situations than the smokers.

However it wasn’t clear that these four situations,
so important to smokers (and exsmokers) contributed

significantly to the general perceived behavioral control
measure.

It was possible that the general measure and the

specific measures measured different things.

A stepwise

regression analysis was performed to predict general
control from the specific measures of perceived behavioral
control.

In this regression analysis perceived control

over smoking despite withdrawal symptoms and perceived
control over smoking in those situations regularly

associated with smoking were significant predictors and
together accounted for 84% of the variance in general

perceived behavioral control.

It seems that for C.O.P.D.

patients, the degree of control that they feel that they

exercise over smoking despite withdrawal symptoms and/or
despite learned associations to smoking is crucial in

shaping their sense of perceived control over smoking.

When members of this population feel that they cannot
tolerate withdrawal symptoms and/or when they feel they
cannot resist specific cues to smoke (drinking alcohol,
driving, following a meal etc.

then they are

significantly more likely to smoke despite their medical
contrary.
condition and despite subjective norms to the
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Indeed there was some support for these findings
on
the followup interview.

In the second interview when

smoking subjects were asked in what situations they most

wanted to smoke since the first interview most (55%) said
in those situations they associated with smoking.

Many

(

37%) said that they wanted to smoke in order to relax and

few (7%) said that they wanted to smoke in order to avoid

withdrawal.
stimulation.

None said that they wanted to smoke for
This may be interpreted in another way.

It

may be that many who reported smoking to relax were
smoking,

in fact,

to avoid withdrawal.

Regular smokers

such as these subjects often don’t get strong withdrawal
urges because they smoke frequently enough that they don’t
get withdrawal urges.

Because situation and withdrawal

explain 84% of the variance in G.P.B.C. it is tempting to
conclude that general perceived control over smoking

during withdrawal and when in situations associated with
smoking provide sufficient specific explanations of much
of the power of G.P.B.C. for C.O.P.D. patients.

However

further analyses lessen or moderate the certainty with

which we can draw such conclusions.

Stepwise multiple

analyses were conducted to predict intention and to

predict behavior using the four specific P.B.C. measures
(relax, withdraw,

stimulation and situational).

In both

sets of analyses only smoking to relax was a significant
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predictor variable.

Only smoking to relax was found

significantly associated with intention to smoke and only
smoking to relax was found significantly associated with
actual smoking behavior.

Although situational smoking and

withdrawal smoking explain much of the variance in
G.P.B.C. only the specific P.B.C. factor of smoking to

relax is predictive of intention or behavior.

It might be

expected that situational smoking or withdrawal smoking
would be more predictive of intention or behavior than
smoking to relax.

It is unclear why two specific factors

explain G.P.B.C. yet a third specific factor is the best
specific predictor of intention and behavior of the four
specific factors.

One possible explanation lies in the

complex and intermingled reasons why people smoke.

Schachter (1984) has noted that smokers who smoke to
"relax" commonly misinterpret the anxiety accompanying

early withdrawal symptoms as a need to relax.

He notes

that smoking does not appear to be relaxing per se but
that for regular smokers, such as our population, an

increase in anxiety (or reduction in relaxed state)

typifies the withdrawal experience of a decrease in serum
nicotine.

These symptoms are identified not as withdrawal

symptoms but as a need to relax.

The fact that a specific

sense of control over need to relax predicted intention
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and behavior may simply be another label for
the earliest

symptoms of withdrawal or it may reflect

a

concept of

relaxation independent of the physiological addictive
process.

Subjects may associate "withdrawal" with

deliberate attempts to forgo cigarette smoking and may
respond to questions about smoking to relax without any

conscious knowledge of the withdrawal process. Such
subjects experience a real increase in relaxation after

smoking and thereby bringing their nicotine levels back to

their addictive levels.

They may well attribute this

increase in pleasure and mood to the inherent powers of

tobacco and not to the powers of tobacco over someone who
is addicted and suffering early withdrawal symptoms.

In

such cases responses to questions about smoking to relax
and smoking to avoid withdrawal might tap the same basic

dimension but without the knowledge of the subjects
questioned.

However it must be noted that there is

evidence (Pomerleau, 1980), that smokers are able to
regulate mood (and achieve relaxation or stimulation)
apart from the mood swings prompted by fluctuating

nicotine levels.

Although it is likely that smoking to

relax often equals smoking to avoid withdrawal it is

possible that at times these are two separate processes.
Future studies might clarify when, if ever, smokers
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smoke in order to relax when they already have a stable
and high level of serum nicotine.

There is some evidence

that even regular smokers may smoke cigarettes differently
in order to achieve relaxation or stimulation

This study attempted to distinguish smoking to relax

from smoking for stimulation, situation specific smoking,
and smoking to avoid withdrawal.

Perhaps a better mode

would have been to distinguish smoking to regulate mood
(eg.

relax-stimulation)

,

smoking to avoid withdrawal and

smoking prompted by situational cues.

Even this

categorization, however, might have overlap among the
categories.

Smoking to regulate mood is clearly related

to (and perhaps in reality indistinguishable from) smoking

to avoid withdrawal symptoms.

Similarly smokers who have

unconsciously come to recognize that certain situations
lead to stress and decreased levels of nicotine may smoke

preemptively in order to avoid the withdrawal before it
actually begins (sort of a first strike theory of avoiding

withdrawal symptoms).

It also appears that some people

may smoke in order to regulate mood regardless of current

nicotine levels and smokers may be particularly desirous
of regulating their mood when in certain situations.

Finally the habitual nature of smoking may confound the

processes of smoking to regulate mood, situational smoking
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and smoking to avoid withdrawal.

Those smokers who light

up a cigarette while their previous cigarette is still

burning in a nearby ashtray seem to be smoking out of
habit not necessarily responsive to situational cues,

withdrawal symptoms or needs to regulate mood.

Although the idea of specific perceived behavioral
control is one based on the smoking literature it appears
that greater clarification and separation of the different

reasons why people smoke is needed.

Such clarification

would enhance our understanding of why general perceived
behavioral control is so important and enhance our design
and implementation of interventions with smokers, such as

C.O.P.D.

smokers.

Smoking Status
All subjects were asked if they smoked at all.

This

was to eliminate problems in previous research in which
light smokers sometimes classified themselves as

nonsmokers (Petitti et al., 1981).
yes were classified as smokers.

All of those who said

Of those who said that

they did not smoke only those who also reported not having
smoked for at least one year were included in the exsmokers group.

This was done because smokers who quit

smoking often relapse to regular smoking behaviors
(Shumaker and Grunberg, 1986).

Even the most successful

.
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smoking cessation interventions manage to achieve year
long abstinence in about half of the subjects treated
(Brandon et al.,

1986) and abstinence rates of 20-30% at 3-

12 months are much more likely (Grabowski,

1986).

The

purpose of this experiment was to describe and distinguish
those C.O.P.D. smokers who had achieved and maintained

cessation from those C.O.P.D. smokers who had not achieved
and maintained smoking cessation.
smokers,

To include as ex-

subjects who had ceased smoking for a relatively

brief time (up to one year) might lead to the inclusion

among the ex-smokers group of significant numbers of
subjects who were likely to be temporarily nonsmokers.

25

current smokers had tried to quit smoking, most current
smokers had made multiple efforts and these efforts

resulted in cessation periods ranging from from less than
one day to more than one year.

In addition the nonsmoking

group was originally targeted as the first and primary
group to receive physiological corroboration via carbon

monoxide expired air testing and so this group of "exsmokers", along with smokers, received notice that

physiological corroboration was to be part of the study
and all subjects read and signed informed consent forms

permitting carbon monoxide expired air testing of smoking
status
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It was expected that smoking status,

reflective of

both recent smoking history and recent smoking cessation
history would be predictive of future smoking behaviors
and of the different components of the T.O.P.B..
As expected C.O.P.D.

smokers were significantly more

likely to have smoked in the two weeks between the first
and second interviews (p

<

.001) than C.O.P.D.

exsmokers.

This was expected as previous behavior is among the best

predictors of future behaviors in general and of substance
abuse in particular.
In this study it was expected that most exsmokers

would remain exsmokers between interviews (1-2 weeks) and
that most smokers would continue to smoke during this
time.

These expectations were confirmed as a chi square

analysis revealed that smokers were significantly more
likely to have smoked tobacco between interviews than were
exsmokers.

Although only five smokers reduced their

smoking behavior at some point during this time, a

minority of the smoking group, it is still somewhat large
number than we expected.

Questioning revealed that three

of these five had either recently entered the hospital in

this time period for pulmonary emergencies and had stopped

during this time.

It is not clear that these patients

will become exsmokers as it is not uncommon for C.O.P.D.

.
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patients to reduce or stop cigarette consumption

during

pulmonary emergencies and then to resume smoking once the

emergency is over, despite the fact that the chronic
effects of C.O.P.D. are exacerbated by cigarette smoking.
In fact several of the smoking subjects admitted that

following admission to the hospital for acute pulmonary
disorders, while in the hospital and despite their need
for supplemental oxygen via nasal cannula, they would

regularly leave the pulmonary ward and go outside to smoke
as inhospital pulmonary patients.

They would carefully

disconnect their cannulae and they all reported seriously
and carefully monitoring fire hazards while around
oxygen.

With two of the five who reported reducing or

stopping smoking during the interim between interviews it
was unclear why they stopped but again it should be

emphasized that it is unlikely that their cessation was
permanent
There was one exsmoker who reported smoking several

cigarettes in this time interval between interviews.

He

cited extreme familial stress (serious illness in the
family) and several family members who smoked and his own

difficulties in managing impulses to abuse alcohol as

contributing to his smoking during the interval.

Although

if
this subject’s behavior clearly changed it is not clear
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"this

change constituted a lapse or a relapse, a return
to

regular and extended smoking.

Nor is it clear that he had

not smoked in the previous year although he insisted
that

to be the case.

There were also consistent and significant

differences between the C.O.P.D. smokers and exsmokers on
the measures of intention and attitude.

Exsmokers had

significantly greater intentions to refrain from smoking
in the immediate future (p .001).

Exsmokers also had

consistently and significantly more positive attitudes
towards not smoking than did the smokers (p

<

.001).

Intention and attitude were significantly positively

correlated (p

<

.02).

An analysis of recent smoking history reveals that it
is predictive of intention to smoke as well predictive of

actual smoking behavior.

Exsmoking C.O.P.D. patients were

much more likely to endorse statements of intention to not
smoke over the next week ("I intend, will make an
or will try not to smoke.") than were smokers.

effort

It was

expected and revealed that exsmokers would have strong
intentions not to smoke.

They haven’t smoked in at least

one year and for an average of ten years, they may be

invested in not smoking.
that there was such

a

What was somewhat surprising was

significant difference in the groups
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of subjects.

It might be hypothesized that smokers too

have very strong intentions to not smoke as well.
all to endorse a statement of

I

After

will try not to smoke or

intend not to smoke seems easy enough.

I

Yet smokers did

not endorse these items at nearly the rate that exsmokers
did.

This is somewhat surprising in light of earlier

findings that C.O.P.D. smokers want to stop, try and fail
to stop and often have specific plans to stop that they

have significantly less intention to stop in the immediate
future.

Perhaps their intentions are more vague and

distantly future oriented e.g.

"I

intend to stop this

year" or "soon" or "sometime" might reflect their

intentions.

C.O.P.D.

smokers’

strong sense of immediacy.

their status.

intentions seem to lack a

Smokers intentions reflected

They smoked and they intended to smoke and

they weren’t fooling themselves or trying to fool others
about this.
At the time of the second of the second interview all

subjects were asked if the first interview had any effect
on their smoking (or nonsmoking) behaviors and the groups

both clearly reported that the first interview had no such
impact one way or the other.

There was great emphasis

during the interviews on "no right answers" and subjects
were told that it was not important what their answers

.
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were but that they tell the truth and that the study

required only that they be truthful.

In addition the

interviewer was not previously known to any of the
subjects and made it clear that he was not a part of their

regular treatment team.
It may be that smokers do not all smoke at a steady

pace throughout their lives or throughout the year.

They

may find that, for whatever reasons (medical,
physiological, psychological etc.) that sometimes they
smoke more or less than at other times, possibly even

stopping altogether periodically.

Given their smoking

histories (multiple unsuccessful efforts to stop) and for
the purposes of this study it does not matter if they

happened to temporarily reduce or curtail their smoking
behavior.

As noted earlier these are subjects who admit

to many conscious efforts to stop smoking and they may be

subject to many unconscious fluctuations in their

behavior
General Perceived Behavioral Control
Smokers and exsmoker C.O.P.D. patients were found to

significantly differ on their general perceived behavioral
control over not smoking over the next week.

Exsmokers

perceived significantly greater control over not smoking
in that time than did smokers (p.

<

.001).

It is likely
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that this is the case because exsmokers perceive

signicantly greater general perceived control over the

cessation process than do current smokers.

Exsmokers were

extremely confident of their capacity to not smoke over
the next week while smokers felt significantly lacking in

control in this area.

Certainly the exsmokers with an

average of ten years since quitting smoking can afford to
be confident that they can control their smoking behaviors
in the immediate future.

Similarly smokers with multiple

unsuccessful efforts (even when they were ready to make
the effort they could not succeed in quitting) and often

histories of multiple brief attempts to stop and a keen
awareness of their own difficulties stopping even for
short periods of time and awareness of the discomfort,

disappointment and costs of trying to stop and failing are
less likely to generally perceive significant behavioral

control over the prospect of not smoking over the next
week.

Subjective Norm

Surprisingly smokers and exsmokers did not differ on
subjective norm.

Both groups perceived strong normative

pressure for them to refrain form smoking in the immediate
future.

As noted earlier this is likely a result of

significant others’ sensitivity to the dangers that
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smoking poses for C.O.P.D, pat-ients
As expected current smoking status which reflects
the

smoking behavior of subjects for the previous year was

a

powerful predictor of future behavior, intention, attitude
and perceived behavioral control

.

People who smoke are

more likely to smoke in the future than people who don’t
smoke even if they carry a diagnosis of C.O.P.D.. Chronic

smokers such as the C.O.P.D. smokers are also less likely
to have positive attitudes towards not smoking in the

immediate future than exsmokers.

This is probably because

the smokers associate not smoking with previous, painful,

difficult and apparently fruitless efforts to quit in the
past.

They are also likely to believe that they cannot

quit and may find the memory of past failures to quit
disturbing, guilt provoking and disempowering.

The

reality of their cessation histories would also lead them
to have significantly lower intentions to stop in the

immediate future as they "realistically" assess their
intentions.

Given their "realistic" self assessment of

their capacities it is not surprising that smokers report

significantly lower perceived control over smoking.
In addition smokers may had had limited success in

the past quitting after a sudden, unexpected medical or

personal emergency such as an acute pulmonary or cardiac
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disorder or the illness or death of a loved one from the

consequences of smoking.

Smokers might have achieved

brief cessation after a long planned cessation effort.
This study was not designed to tap their intentions,

attitudes or sense of control following these experiences
and many, if not all, of the C.O.P.D. smokers may have not

had recent experiences heightening their motivation to
stop smoking in the immediate future.

Smoking History

Although there were clear differences based on an
analysis of recent history (current smoking status), there
were surprisingly few differences based on the long term

smoking histories of subjects.

Smokers and exsmokers were

not significantly different on age at onset of smoking or
on amount reported smoked while a smoker.

Exsmokers

started just as early and smoked at the same rate as
smokers until the exsmokers quit.

What was unexpected is

that there was no significant difference in packyears.

Among the current smokers more smoked low tar

cigarettes (44%) than regular filtered cigarettes (25.9%)
or unfiltered cigarettes (29.6%).

This may have been due

to an effort by smokers to reduce the detrimental effects
of smoking.

Unfortunately there is evidence that when

smokers change to lighter cigarettes they smoke these

.
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cigarettes differently in order to maintain the same
levels of nicotine and other metabolites in their systems
as they had with the higher tar and nicotine cigarettes
(

Schachter 1979
,

)

Cessation History
The C.O.P.D. exsmokers had successfully achieved and

maintained cessation.

Most of the C.O.P.D. smokers in

this study had tried to quit many times, succeeded briefly

but regularly failed to maintain cessation.

For one

subject his longest cessation effort lasted more than one

year but for the rest most managed to stop smoking tobacco
for at most three months.

Cessation and maintenance of

cessation appear very difficult, even for smokers with
diagnoses and symptoms of lung disease.

Nonetheless they

keep trying to quit with most smokers in this study (18)

having tried to quit within the past year and many (16)

having tried to quit with the past six months.
Unfortunately these most recent attempts were with very
short lived success with 19 of the smokers most recent

efforts ending in smoking less than one month later.
There seems to be little doubt that many C.O.P.D. smokers

want to stop smoking, try to stop smoking and fairly

quickly and regularly fail in their attempts to quit
permanently.

It is also clear that many C.O.P.D.

smokers

.
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succeed in achieving and maintaining smoking cessation for
long periods of time.

VThat

isn’t clear is what

distinguishes these two groups of smokers.

It may be that

the experience of trying to quit is in some ways different
for C.O.P.D. smokers and nonsmokers.

Although the data shows that smokers and nonsmokers
began smoking at the same ages it is possible that the
length of time between beginning to smoke and smokers’
first attempts to stop might distinguish smokers and
exsmokersi;.

It could be that C.O.P.D.

exsmokers began

trying to quit more quickly than C.O.P.D. smokers and the
"early" start that they got resulted in earlier success in

smoking cessation.

However we found no significant

difference in the length of time subjects had smoked
before their first attempt to quit.

Both those C.O.P.D.

patients in this study destined to quit by the time of the
study and those destined to continue smoking smoked

tobacco for 25 years before their first attempt to stop
smoking

Another possiblity is that although smokers and
exsmokers did not differ in the length of time between

beginning and first effort to quit smoking those who
continued to smoke were heavier smokers, addicted to
greater sumounts of cigarettes than exsmokers.

It could be
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that those who did not stop were not similar to those
who

managed to because the nonstoppers smoked greater numbers
of cigarettes especially before their first efforts to

quit.

The results show, however that there is no

significant difference between smokers and exsmokers on
the number of packyears smoked before first attempt to
quit.

Both smokers and exsmokers had about 48 packyears

per subject in the 25 year period between beginning to
smoke and first effort to stop smoking.

Although there was no difference in packyears it is
still possible that there were significantly different

levels of addiction between the exsmokers and smokers

before (and after) their first attempts to quit.

It could

for instance, that due to different smoking topography

be,

of the groups that those destined to be smokers had

significantly different smoking experiences from those

destined to quit smoking.

Smoking topography involves how

a cigarette is smoked and includes number of puffs per

cigarette, duration of each puff, volume of each puff,

draw rate of each puff, unsmoked butt length, obstruction
of the filter,

the volume of each inhalation, the depth of

each inhalation and the duration of each iinhalation
(Pechacek et al
al

.

,

.

,

1984).

Kozlowski (1979) and West et

(1972) suggest that measures of cigarette dependence
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(amount and method of smoking) are related to inability to
quit.

Pickens et al.,

(1983) noted that "Differences in

smoking topography may explain why various groups of
smokers have different rates of treatment success." p.73.
It is very hard to know if this is/was the case as it is

very hard to measure smoking topography (Burling et al.,
1985) and still harder to measure it in the past.

Yet another possible difference between C.O.P.D.

patients who stop smoking and those who continue smoking
is that,

despite age equivalency of the groups, that the

exsmokers might have more actual attempts to quit than did
the smokers.

This idea holds that if anyone tries enough

times to stop smoking eventually they will succeed.

Therefore we measured the number of times each subject had
tried to quit smoking.

We found that there was no

significant difference between groups on the number of
times they had tried to quit smoking.

Most subjects (43)

had tried to quit from one to twenty five times.

It does

not appear that exsmokers tried more frequently in their

lifetimes to stop than smokers and therefore succeeded in

stopping cigarette smoking.

Although the data show smokers and exsmokers with
equivalent numbers of cessation efforts it also shows that
exsmokers had quit on average ten years earlier.
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Therefore we would expect, if smokers and exsmokers
quit
at similar rates, for smokers to have higher
actual
numbers of cessation attempts.

They don’t, indicating

that exsmokers tried more often in a shorter time period

before they quit.

This may not be true for those who quit

after very few attempts,

tried once.

11

subjects, for instance, only

If everyone only tried once,

for instance,

and either succeeded or failed then there would be

equivalent numbers despite an average of ten years
cessation for exsmokers.

However multiple attempts at

cessation appears to be the norm for C.O.P.D. patients.
This leads to the likelihood that C.O.P.D. exsmokers tried
at a somewhat higher frequency to quit resulting in

successful cessation.

However it is unclear if simply

higher numbers of attempts leads to cessation or
other factor(s) is responsible.

if

some

The total number of

attempts does not appear to be the explanation as C.O.P.D.
smokers and exsmokers have equal total numbers of efforts
at the time of the study.

It could be that a higher

number of efforts in a shorter time period is key to
C.O.P.D. cessation and maintenance.

However this does not

tell us why or how the C.O.P.D. exsmokers try more often
in a given time.

One possibility is that the C.O.P.D.

exsmokers make different kinds of efforts and/or make

different use of even their unsuccessful attempts.

If a
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cessation leads to an increase in the smokers sense of
information about his smoking and cessation and an
increase in his sense of control over that process then

perhaps he will try more often, become increasingly

effective and succeed in cessation more frequently than
those for whom undesired outcomes lead to a sense of
helplessness,

lack of control over smoking and

attributions of the permanence of smoking.

Ajzen notes

that even when people intend to perform a behavior such as

smoking cessation their perceptions of their own inability
to control the desired outcome leads to decreased effort

and decreased success in achieving desired outcomes even

though they in fact have sufficient control over the
desired outcome.
Brickman et al., 1982, note that this perception of
one’s control over an outcome may be related to the

attributions an actor has of the cause of and

responsiblity for the outcome.

According to Brickman if

an actor believes that the cause of a problem is stable

and that stability cannot be changed they they are likely
to perceive a lack of control over the outcome.

The

C.O.P.D. smokers may feel that their smoking outcome is

due to some stable, unchangeable force as ”I am bad" or
am hooked, period" then even if they attempt to change,

failure in achieving permanent cessation will often be

I

.

.
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viewed as evidence or proof supporting their belief
in the
stability of their experience and their lack of control
over it.

If

however they view the smoking behavior as

unstable and amenable to their control then they are more
use even unsuccessful efforts as support for

continued modified efforts leading to a successful
outcome
It may be that the different frequencies with which

C.O.P.D. exsmokers attempted cessation were products of

different attributional responses to smoking and cessation
and led to a greater sense of control over smoking and

eventually long term cessation for the C.O.P.D. exsmokers
only
Plans
It was suspected that smokers would be less likely to

have specific plans aiding them in their nonsmoking
efforts than exsmokers.
reasons

1.

This was suspected for two

because smokers who employ specific plans are

likely to succeed and become nonsmokers and

2.

because

nonsmokers would retain specific plans to help them avoid

ongoing smoking impulses.

The logic of the utility of

specific plans in the achievement of smoking cessation is
clear.

Marlatt et. al

.

,

1985,

for instance, have cited

the utility for those who have successfully completed a

cessation program of having a specific strategy to resist
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the abstinence violation effect (A.V.E.).

They found that

such smokers were more likely to achieve and maintain

cessation efforts.
such plans.

We expected C.O.P.D, exsmokers to have

We found, contrary to our expectations, that

C.O.P.D. exsmokers were significantly less likely to have

specific plans to achieve or maintain cessation efforts.
Smokers' Plans
Of the smoking group 6 smokers had no specific plans

for quitting and an additional

3

smokers actually admitted

that they planned to continue smoking.

However the

majority of smokers (18) had some plan for stopping.
of these plans (14 subjects)
(e.g.

Most

involved greater self effort

"more willpower" or "plan to try harder to quit").

These smokers seemed to feel that with greater effort they

could ultimately and eventually overcome their smoking
habits.

Another four of the smokers planned to stop with

the help of others.

It could be that those who smoke and

plan to rely on greater self effort and/or help from
others have failed to appropriately identify the best
way(s) to use their willpower (e.g. by enlisting the aid
of professionals or significant others) and/or by failing

to take responsibility for cessation once they engage

others (eg.

"It’s the doctors problem now.").

One

possible drawback to these types of plans is that they may
reflect attributional styles that are not useful in
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achieving and maintaining smoking cessation.

Brickman et al.,
self/other help.

(1982) describe four models of

They describe their model as follows;

"In the first (called the moral model because
of past usage of this term), actors are held

responsible for both problems and solutions and
are believed to need only proper motivation.
In the compensatory model, people are seen at
not responsible for problems but responsible
for solutions, and are believed to need power.
In the medical model, individuals are seen as
responsible for neither problems nor solutions
and are believed to need treatment.
In the
enlightment model, actors are seen as
responsible for problems but as unable or
unwilling to provide solutions, and are
believed to need discipline." (Brickman et al.,
1982, p. 368)
Most C.O.P.D. smokers seem to embody the moral model
in which actors,

such as C.O.P.D. smokers, see themselves

as lazy and failing to make the necessary effort to

achieve their goal of cessation and maintenance.

There

are several problems with smokers who use the moral
model.

The moral model doesn’t provide for graduated

learning.

It is an all or nothing model,

either you try

hard enough and succeed or you don’t try hard enough and
you fail.

Unfortunately smoking cessation may require

many attempts to achieve cessation and maintenance and the

capacity to build upon and learn from previous attempts.
The all or nothing approach of the moral model may
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decrease the frequency of attempts, decrease the

recognition of factors other than will power that affect
smoking and decrease the smoker’s sense of control over
smoking if s/he repeatedly fails.

In addition the moral

model assigns full responsibility for both the smoking

problem and solution to the smoker.

This approach may

decrease the smoker’s real understanding of the smoking
process such as the power of adolescent peer pressure in

initiating smoking behaviors or the physiological and

environmental reinforcers which maintain smoking.

This

personal taking of responsibility may also decrease
smokers necessary and effective use of resources such as
social support.

Willpower or effort is an "unstable" cause over which
people have control and the idea of using more effort may
be useful to some smokers.

However for these chronic

smokers suffering C.O.P.D. it is likely that the

consistent failure to achieve and maintain cessation may
lead them to attribute their smoking to a more stable
cause.

These smokers may begin to believe not that they

don’t exercise sufficient effort but that after years of

trying and failing they can’t exercise sufficient effort.
of
C.O.P.D. smokers who employ the moral model are at risk

concluding that they are characterologically
incapable of change.

,

stably
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Although the moral attributional model needn’t

necessarily result in lack of smoking cessation it clearly
has not led to successful cessation and maintenance for

most of the C.O.P.D, smokers in this study.

It is not

known if these C.O.P.D. smokers have always held this
attributional model but this is the model which they ended
up with and this model did not allow these smokers to stop

smoking during the study.
Fewer of the subjects (4) had plans to quit with the

help of others.

This planning may or may not reflect the

medical model in which their primary responsibility is to
seek and use expert help.

This approach could be useful

if it brings the smoker to the appropriate professional or

lay helper and then facilitates the smokers’ full

cooperation with the treatment.

Unfortunately the medical

model also fosters dependence on the treatment provider
and cigarette cessation often requires active coping

without the presence or knowledge of the treatment
provider.

Eiser and Van Der Plight (1986), found that

smokers who saw themselves as "sick" tended to feel that
it was the responsibility of treatment providers to make

them quit.

In order for smokers to quit they may be able

to use highly dependent treatment but in order for them to

maintain cessation they need to act independently of
others, they need to be empowered.

Although this can
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happen in the medical model it is most likely to happen

if

treatment personnel (medical or otherwise) act pursuant to
the compensatory model.

According to the compensatory model smokers are not
responsible for being smokers but they are responsible for
smoking cessation and maintenance.

Treatment personnel

would provide smokers with the necessary goods and
services in order for the smokers to achieve cessation in
this model.

This model seems most appropriate for

substance abuse treatment such as the treatment of

cigarette smoking but without the full cooperation of the
smoker little change can be expected.

In addition in

cigarette smoking the smoker may not currently be in
control of his smoking but is probably capable of

perceiving it as controllable and controlling it in the
future.

The existence of the exsmoking C.O.P.D. group

indicates that even C.O.P.D. smokers can learn to quit.
Curry (11986), in effect comparing the moral model and the

compensatory model, found that smoking relapsers were much
more likely than others to see smoking as a physical

addiction and to attribute their lack of success to a lack
of willpower.

Successful exsmokers by contrast were

significantly more likely to believe in psychological
factors and to believe in their ability to learn in

treatment to manage those factors.

Further it does not
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appear that C.O.P.D. smokers lack effort or desire to stop
but rather that they lack the current ability to stop.

According to the compensatory model they can achieve that
ability with others help.
The significant differences between C.O.P.D. smokers

and exsmokers on the perceived behavioral control measures

indicates that C.O.P.D. smokers do not perceive themselves
in sufficient control of the necessary resources required

to achieve and maintain cessation.

The types of plans

that they report making indicate that they have not

appropriately identified those resources necessary for

cessation and maintenance.

Instead they have

misidentif ied the resources necessary to achieve and

maintain cessation.

Perhaps these resources were of some

value in achieving cessation but the process of

maintaining cessation is one requiring far more personal
involvement than the medical model provides and

a

greater

sense of power and control than the moral model allows.

During the study plans for the use of greater self
effort or the greater use of the help of others did not

appear effective in the achievement and maintenance of

smoking cessation for current C.O.P.D. smokers.

C.O.P.D.

smokers continued to smoke despite their plans.

What was

surprising was far more C.O.P.D. smokers than exsmokers
reported having plans.

Although one third of the smokers
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either had no plans or "planned" to continue smoking, two
thirds of the smokers had plans to quit.

It may be that a

diagnosis of pulmonary disease which is probably caused by
and certainly exacerbated by cigarette smoking leads most

C.O.P.D. patients to at least make plans to quit.

Unfortunately the disease process does not guarantee that
they will make the most useful or appropriate plans.

According to the enlightenment model, acotrs are
responsible for their problems but unable or wuwilling to

provide their own solutions and therefore require only
discipline and enlightment.

It is unclear if any of the

smokers could be classified into the enlightment model.

Perhaps the three smokers who reported having no plans to
stop smoking and no desire to stop smoking would fall into
this group.

Unexpectedly C.O.P.D. exsmokers responded initially
to the question of what plan(s) they had to help them

avoid smoking with an overwhelming number (96%) saying

that they had no current plans to help them avoid
smoking.

Further questioning revealed that 23 of the 26

who had no plans had, instead, lifelong commitments to not
smoke.

Many emotionally railed against the effects of

both tobacco and the tobacco industry and many expressed
great regret over the years that they had smoked tobacco
and the great personal cost to them of smoking.

For

.

Ill

exsmoking C.O.P.D. pat-ients the lack of current, tactical
specific plans to not smoke seems replaced by strategic,
long term commitments both to not smoke and against
tobacco.

Many,

for instance, had placed "NO SMOKING"

signs on their front doors and in their homes to alert

visitors of their adamant positions regarding smoking.
The exsmokers remarkably and consistently denied the

presence of plans to aid them in acheiving or maintaining
cessation.

Instead most noted that a significant

contributor to their nonsmoking status was a general

expectation/acceptance of their nonsmoking status.

They

felt that they did not need plans because they were no

longer smokers
This may be because they for the most part were not

recent quitters but had quit for an average of ten years.
It may also be because,

and many spontaneously reported

this, that the most important plan or decision in their

success was this general commitment to and acceptance of

their status as nonsmokers.

This commitment/acceptance

might interact with smokers’ sense of control over
smoking.

It might be that once persons have a real sense

of control over their smoking it is easier for them to

make the necessary commitment to end and maintain
cessation.

Similarly it may be that once smokers make

a

seek
fundamental comitment to not smoke that they begin to
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and recogniz© th© control that th©y hav© ov©r smoking in

various situations of internal and external prompts to
smoke.

It is unclear if commitment necessarily serves as

a precursor to control or vice versa but it is likely that

commitment and control are mutually necessary and arise in
a

mutually reinforcing pattern.
What is less clear is how these exsmokers came to

this lifelong antismoking commitment.

Such a commitment

is clearly helpful in the maintenance stage of cigarette

cessation, reducing the likelihood of relapse.

It is less

clear if these exsmokers went through a stage in which
they had more specific plans and strategies to help them
quit and then once they quit took up or more fully

embraced the commitment to never smoke again.

Some

exsmokers noted that members of their families and friends

continued to smoke despite occasional harangues by the
C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

Most said that they avoided

situations in which they used to smoke but not because
they personally would be tempted to smoke but because

those activities associated with smoking were less

desirable to them in the presence of smokers and in the
presence of drinkers.

Still others said that although

they did not avoid smoking environments they would never
smoke in them or even think of smoking in those

environments.

What was remarkably noticeable about the

.
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C.O.P.D. exsmokers was their almost universal
acceptance

that they were no longer cigarette smokers.

As a group

these patients did not wonder about smoking or about
their

likelihood of smoking.

They had once been smokers and now

they were not smokers, it was not a negotiable or

alterable condition.

They considered themselves

nonsmokers and although they varied in their responses to
others’

smoking and the tobacco industry, they uniformly

and undeniably held perceptions of themselves as

nonsmokers
This commitment to abstinence appears to be an

important of the maintenance stage of smoking cessation.
C.O.P.D. exsmokers were clearly and remarkably different

from C.O.P.D. smokers in their personal commitment to not
smoke tobacco.

It may be that for the C.O.P.D.

exsmokers,

most of whom quit wothout treatment or with minimal

treatment (e.g. at a physician’s recommendation), this
high level of commitment was crucial to both cessation and
maintenance.

There is evidence that smokers who quit on

their own often cite personal commitment as fundamental to
their cessation and maintenance processes (Hall and
Havassey,

1986).

It may also be that those C.O.P.D.

smokers who use other models such as the moral model,

unable to develop this level of commitment, berate

themselves for not trying hard enough.

However it isn’t
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clear

'that,

commitment, alone is the prerequisite for

cessation and nor is it clear that greater effort leads to

greater commitment.

What is clear is the difference in

level of commitment between C.O.P.D. smokers and C.O.P.D.

exsmokers.

Instead of plans, C.O.P.D. exsmokers have a

powerful, personal and enduring commitment to smoking

cessation.

This different level of commitment may shape

and be shaped by the process of forming plans, testing
plans,

implementing plans, evaluating plans and adjusting

plans to achieve smoking cessation and maintenance.

Coping

DiClemente and Prochaska (1982, 1985) have identified
five important stages in the smoking cessation process.

These stages are the immotive, contemplative, action,

maintenance and termination stages.

The immotive stage is

that in which smokers have decided that they want to

continue smoking.

Contemplators think of the costs and

benefits of smoking cessation.
smokers actively try to quit.
one of four major options:
plans,

1.

At the action stage
At this stage smokers use

self help using a variety of

reducing the frequency of smoking, smoking lower

tar cigarettes, counting cigarettes, quitting "cold
turkey" etc.

2.

brief, minimal professional interventions

such as hypnosis, acupuncture or nicorette gum.

3.

engaging in comprehensive professional multimodal
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cessation programs and

treatment programs.

4.

(D.B.

commercial stop smoking
Abrams,

At the

1987).

maintenance stage exsmokers attempt to maintain their

nonsmoking behaviors.

The termination stage involves the

failure to maintain smoking cessation.

It has become

clear that successful completion of any given stage does
not guarantee the success at the following stage and in

fact requires additional behaviors and skills (resources).
It may be that C.O.P.D.

smokers and exsmokers are at

different stages of the cessation process.

Indeed two of

the smokers in this sample said that they had never tried
to quit and may be at the immotive stage.
C.O.P.D.

However most

smokers in this study agreed that smoking is a

behavior posing major health problems for them and held
attitudes favoring cessation although not as strongly

favoring cessation as the C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

Further

attitudes, so important at the contemplative stage might

not be the important factor at the later stages.

Diclemente and Prochaska (1982), for instance, found that
while verbal processes (attitude change) were most
important at the contemplative stage, behavioral processes
(cognitive and behavioral) were more important at the

action and maintenance stages.
It appears too that both C.O.P.D.

smokers and

exsmokers had sufficient skills and resources to

.
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successfully achieve the cessation stage but that only
the
C.O.P.D. exsmokers were able to maintain their nonsmoking

behaviors during the maintenance phase,

24 of the 27

smokers said that they had tried to quit smoking.

Of the

24 who tried to quit 75& (18) had quit for at least one

week and 62% (15) of the 24 had quit smoking for at least
one month.

However 80% (19) of the 24 smokers that tried

to quit reported that their most recent attempt lasted
less than one month.

C.O.P.D.

In this study it is clear that

smokers fail to maintain cessation, possibly

because they perceive a lack of control over successful

maintenance
C.O.P.D. patients might respond to maintenance

difficulties with two types of coping, generalized coping
skills and specific coping skills.

Generalized coping skills would help C.O.P.D, smokers
achieve maintenance by reducing stress generally.

One

model of smoking relapse holds that smokers are more
likely to relapse when experiencing intrapsychic,

interpersonal or situational stress.

High levels of

stress are thought to make exsmokers more vulnerable to

relapse but exsmokers can be "buffered" from this stress
if they have adequate resources e.g.

generalized skills or

social support for coping with general stress.
be that C.O.P.D.

It could

smokers experienced more overall stress
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than C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

However the similarity of the

groups on medical diagnosis, age, occupation, income,
gender, race etc. gives no indication of different overall
stress.

It could be that C.O.P.D.

smokers were less

buffered socially than the C.O.P.D. exsmokers but the lack
of significant differences on social support and

subjective norm measures indicates that the groups were

similarly socially buffered.

It could be that C.O.P.D.

exsmokers alone had greater generalized coping skills and
the use of these skills to reduce the general level of
stress allowed tham to maintain cessation.

Unfortunately

we did not test for the level of generalized coping skills

and so cannot dismiss this as a possibility.

However the

many similarities between groups (demographic, social
support, medical histories, work histories etc.) gives no

indication that there was any other behavioral

manifestation of a higher generalized coping capacity for
C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

Although there is some research indicating that
generalized coping skills reduce the likelihood of alcohol
relapse there is much more evidence that the existence of
specific coping skills reduces the likelihood of smoking

relapse (Wills and Shiftman, 1985).

Abrams (1986) found

skilled in
that relapsing smokers were significantly less

than
coping with high risk smoking specific situations
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those who maintained cessation Abrams et al
.

.

,

(

1987

),

showed that specific skill in coping with difficult

smoking situations discriminated exsmokers from relapsers

better than generalized stress coping skills.
study

In this

in specific situations of high smoking risk

quitters (nonrelapsers

)

displayed significantly better

coping skills than relapsers.

There were no significant

group differences on measures of general competence or
general social anxiety.

This suggests that the coping

skills important in preventing smoking relapse are those

specific to the high risk smoking experiences encountered
by exsmokers.

General coping skills, although generally

useful, do not appear to be significant factors in

reducing the likelihood of relapse.
An important factor in the theory of planned behavior
is the premise that the intention measure must be equal in

specificity to the behavior in question.

In the Abrams

studies it is clear that the coping response to high risk

smoking experiences must also be equal in specificity to
the actual outcome desired.

In understanding who relapses

it is necessary to ask who has the specific coping skills

necessary to avoid relapse.

Or, more specifically, who

has control and perceives control over the specific coping

skills necessary to avoid smoking relapse.

The

significant difference between smoking and exsmoking
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C.O.P.D. patients on perceived behavioral control may be

due to differences in perceived behavioral control over

specific coping skills (resources) necessary to

successfully maintain cessation.

Most C.O.P.D. smokers

had successfully quit indicating that they possessed and

employed the resources necessary for brief cessation.
Their inability to maintain cessation indicates that they
did not possess or employ the resources necessary for

maintenance.

Differences between C.O.P.D. smokers and

exsmokers on the perceived behavioral control measures
indicates that the exsmokers do not currently perceive

themselves in control of the resources necessary for

maintenance while the exsmokers do perceive themselves in
control of these resources.
For the C.O.P.D. smokers it is possible that they

have the requisite resources and don’t know it, in which
case an intervention would involve simply education.

More

likely they don’t perceive control over resources because

they lack the necessary resources.

In this more likely

case intervention would involve the identification of and

development of necessary resources for C.O.P.D. smokers to

maintain smoking cessation.
The specific resources or skills necessary to

maintain smoking cessation can be classified into two
categories, one involves reducing the likelihood of
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smoking, the other involves reducing the likelihood a

single smoking "slip" or "lapse" will turn into

blown relapse.

a full

The specific skills necessary for reducing

the likelihood of a "slip" include recognizing that

smoking urges are temporary, avoiding other smokers,

avoiding alcohol consumption, assertively resisting

cigarette offers, exercise, relaxation etc..

necessary for preventing

a

The skills

"slip" from becoming a relapse

include remembering previous successful cessation,

deemphasizing the importance of the slip, generating
confidence that the future cessation/maintenance is

possible and likely and retaining one’s self definition as
a nonsmoker.

Marlatt and Gordon’s (1985) cognitive behavioral
model proposes that smoking relapse occurs when exsmokers

confront stressful situations and feel unable to cope with
them without smoking.

Exsmokers in these situations smoke

either to regulate themselves emotionally or because they

associate smoking with coping.

If they smoke their

evaluation of the smoking experience leads them to feel
bad about themselves prompting further mood regulating
cigarettes.

being

Smoking slips often prompts feelings of

unable to control their smoking and so exsmokers

ultimately to
stop trying to control their smoking and

redefine themselves as smokers, ending maintenance

.
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efforts
The T.O.P.B. applies to Marlatt and Gordon’s model
in

that an exsmokers’ perceived behavioral control may change

^^ickly following a slip.

This shift in perceived

behawioral control exacerbates the exsmokers negative
emotions ("I feel terrible about smoking.") prompting more
smoking.

This shift may also exacerbate the exsmokers

negative self definition ("I can never really change, I’ll
always be a smoker.") leading to the relinquishment of

maintenance efforts and the re-establishment of regular
smoking.

When exsmokers (C.O.P.D. or otherwise) lose

their sense of behavioral control over smoking it is very

difficult for them to maintain smoking cessation.
There is much evidence that smokers who develop and

employ specific skills for coping with cessation and

maintenance of cessation are much more likely to be
successful than those who don’t develop and implement such
skills (Perri,

1985).

There is also evidence that using

a

wide range of skills specific to coping with smoking

cessation and maintenance is an effective approach (Perri,
1985)

.

It may be necessary for C.O.P.D.

smokers to replace

unsuccessful coping behaviors with successful ones,

building

a

coping repertoire that will eventually lead to

smoking cessation and maintenance.

The C.O.P.D.

smokers
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in "this study do not appear to have learned from and built

upon their brief successes in smoking cessation.

These

smokers did not learn from their previous cessation

successes and did not develop additional skills which

would strengthen future cessation efforts.

Their

significantly lower perceived behavioral control scores
may well be accurate reflections of their current ability
for and history of marshalling and developing the skills

necessary to achieve prolonged cessation.
For C.O.P.D. smokers it may be that they fail to

develop the necessary specific skills and/or the necessary
range of skills specific to coping with the difficulties
of cigarette cessation and maintenance.

As a result they

are unable to successfully complete the maintenance
stage.

Also as a result they are aware of their lack of

necessary resources and so realistically perceive
significantly less behavioral control than those C.O.P.D.
exsmokers who have maintained cessation.

CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSIONS

A major finding of this study is that the C.O.P.D.

smokers have tried often to stop smoking, have had limited
success with smoking cessation, continue to try to stop

smoking and regularly fail to achieve and maintain long

term cessation.

Perhaps a better question than why do

they smoke is why haven’t they maintained cessation.
This inability to maintain long term smoking

cessation exists despite a strong medical reason to stop,
consistent medical and social pressure to stop and regular
plans to stop.

In addition C.O.P.D.

patients are often

limited by their medical condition occupationally and
sexually (Shayevitz and Shayevitz,

1985) and these

limitations are often exacerbated by regular cigarette
smoking.

In understanding why these patients haven’t

maintained cessation it is useful to compare them to
similar patients who have maintained cessation.
There were no significant differences between
C.O.P.D. patients who are smokers and exsmokers on many of

the variables studied including race, age, gender, marital
status, current employability,

social status, age of

smoking onset, average amount smoked daily while

a smoker,

of
the number of times subjects tried to quit, the length
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time before subjects’ first attempt to quit and the number
of packyears before subjects’

first attempt to quit

smoking
Smoking C.O.P.D. patients have poorer plans for

achieving and maintaining cessation, less commitment to

maintaining cessation,

a less

rewarding history of

cessation efforts and fewer of the specific coping skills
necessary to achieve and maintain cessation when compared
to nonsmoking C.O.P.D. patients.

As a result, C.O.P.D.

smokers have less intention to stop smoking and less

perceived control over achieving and maintaining
cessation
Contrary to expectation, C.O.P.D. smokers were

significantly more likely to have specific plans for

achieving cessation than were C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

Part of

this result is due to their being at different stages of
the cessation process.

It may be that early on in the

cessation process more frequent and specific plans are
required than later in the process when a more
generalized,
important.

internalized commitment to not smoke is more

However C.O.P.D. smokers and nonsmokers seem

the
to differ as well on the quality of their plans and

execution of those plans.

C.O.P.D. exsmokers,

must
surprisingly still get regular smoking impulses and

cope with them appropriately.

Although it is quite

.
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possible that this appropriate coping occurs
automatically, it nonetheless must still happen.

Whether

C.O.P.D. exsmokers seem to execute their coping
plans

unconsciously

(

I

just don’t like smoky places.") or

consciously ("I’m always asking people to put out their
cigarettes.") they execute these plans with the skill

necessary to resist whatever impulses they might have.

It

almost seems that exsmokers have learned their plans as
well as they had previously learned to smoke.
The C.O.P.D. smokers do not have this mastery of

their plans for cessation and maintenance.

This lack of

mastery of cessation plans by C.O.P.D. smokers might be
due in part to the poor quality of the plans that they

have
Most C.O.P.D. smokers’ plans involve greater self
effort.

These plans follow the "moral model" described by

Brickman et al.

(1982) and although it may work for some

quitters it doesn’t work with the C.O.P.D. smokers and is
more likely to result in continued smoking coupled with
quilt,

shame,

negative self labelling, a decreased sense

of control over smoking,

brief all or nothing efforts at

cessation ending in failure and ultimately acceptance of
one’s smoking status.

This model, which embodies an all

or nothing "threshold effect" philosophy disallows gradual
and cumulative acquisition of the skills and knowledge
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necessary for cessation and maintenance.
Other C.O.P.D. smokers plan to quit with the help of
others and although this can be a useful plan with the
right help it is also subject to a number of flaws.

Perhaps the greatest flaw in the "other help" plan,

labelled the "medical model" by Brickman et al

.

(

1982

)

is

that although it might enhance the achievement of

cessation for some, it can actually decrease the

possibility of maintenance for many.

The consistently

high cessation success rates of a variety of professional
programs is regularly coupled with very low maintenance
rates once the treatment is completed.

C.O.P.D.

smokers,

although they plan to quit may be utilizing the wrong
plans to do so.
C.O.P.D. exsmokers, by contrast, cited not plans but
a general internalized commitment to never smoke again.

This commitment seemed to embody an acceptance of their

nonsmoking status and a recognition that it was within
their power to remain nonsmoking for the rest of their
lives despite pressures or impulses to smoke and even

despite occasional lapses.
C.O.P.D. smokers and exsmokers differed on the

frequency of current cessation plans, contrary to
expectation.

However further investigation and

examination reveals that the C.O.P.D. exsmokers employ
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better plans, display greater skills in executing these
plans and embody a stronger sense of control over their
plans and their smoking behaviors.
C.O.P.D.

smokers and exsmokers did not significantly

differ on age they began smoking, the number of years

before their first attempt to quit or the number of
packyears before their first attempt to quit.

The

C.O.P.D. exsmokers’ cessation history did reveal though

that once they began to try to quit they tried more often
and succeeded at cessation sooner than did smokers.

One

possible explanation for the different outcomes and the

higher frequency of trying is that the exsmokers tried
differently.

That is, their efforts were more highly

motivated and/or involved greater skill and knowledge.

It

appears that the efforts of the exsmokers involved more

cumulative learning, resulting in a greater sense of

satisfaction and control even when they lapsed.

Marlatt

and Gordon (1985) have noted that although lapses are

common among exsmokers different responses to those lapses
can lead either to increased cessation effort or decreased
The responses to lapses by exsmokers

cessation effort.

may have been some version of

"I

made a mistake and

I

won’t make that mistake again." while the smokers’
responses may have been
can’t control it,

I

"I

made a mistake, I’m addicted,

don’t have enough willpower,

I

might

I
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as well stop trying".

The cessation history of exsmokers,

possibly due to attributions following smoking or lapses
in cessation,

allowed them to adjust their plans where

necessary, strengthen their commitment to the cessation

process and enhance their sense of control over smoking
cessation.

The cessation history of smokers didn’t do

these things.
In order to quit,

smokers require either great

motivation, great coping skills or some combination
thereof.

C.O.P.D. smokers, who tend to rely on greater

effort or motivation, continue to smoke.

They

consistently demonstrate coping skills sufficient to help
them achieve but not maintain cessation.

They seem unable

to develop the necessary cessation skills on their own yet

they are committed to plans that either rely on greater
self effort or foster dependency, neither of which

provides the specific coping skills necessary.

The

C.O.P.D. smokers do not have the specific coping skills

necessary to maintain cessation.

The C.O.P.D. exsmokers

obviously do have these skills
The C.O.P.D.

smokers’

lack of the skills required to

achieve and maintain cessation was emphasized by their

relatively low sense of perceived behavioral control over

cessation when compared to that of C.O.P.D. exsmokers.
The C.O.P.D.

smokers lack the skills and as a result
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perceive significantly less control over cessation than do
C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

The C.O.P.D.

smokers consistently

recognized their lack of control over cessation in general
and in specific high smoking risk situation when compared
to C.O.P.D. exsmokers.

Several factors appear to contribute to the ability of
C.O.P.D. exsmokers to maintain their exsmoking status.

Their commitment to not smoke, their intentions and

attitudes towards smoking, their sense of control over
smoking, their attributions of smoking and lapses, their

specific skills in avoiding or resisting high risk smoking
situations, and their internalized plans for not smoking
all enhance the C.O.P.D. exsmoker’s ability to maintain

smoking cessation and all distinguish them from the
C.O.P.D.

smoker.

Interventions to reduce smoking among C.O.P.D.

patients should be structured and introduced to address
the cognitive factors described by the theory of planned

behavior (intention and perceived control) and the
behaviors described in other parts of this study (planning
style and coping skills).

What appears likely is that if

dysfunctional plans and coping behaviors are identified
they can be addressed by treatment providers.

The process

.
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of increasing the utility of plans and
coping skills

should lead to greater intentions to quit, a greater
sense
of perceived behavioral control and maintenance
of smoking

cessation
Limitations And Future Studies

Among the limitations of this study were the small
size of the sample (54 subjects),

limited racial and

gender representation, a lack of physiological

corroboration and the inclusion of only C.O.P.D.
patients.

These factors limit our ability to generalize

from the data.

Other limitations include the wide

difference between the groups on cessation history.

The

exsmokers had quit smoking for an average of ten years
while most, if not all of the smokers had smoked the days
of the interviews.

The group differences discovered might

not appear with more similar groups.

These groups might

be so dissimilar that questions about not smoking in the

next week might measure smoking cessation factors for one

group while measuring smoking maintenance factors for the

other group.

Other limitations include a lack of

differentiation between C.O.P.D. groups (eg. those with
chronic bronchitis versus those with emphysema)
a direct

,

a lack of

measure of the attributions used by the subjects,

and a lack of a measure of actual coping skills.

In

addition subjects were not tested for intellectual or

.
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neurolopsychological capacity.

Group differences between

C.O.P.D. smokers could be explained by different

capacities in mental function.

In addition the study was

limited by its’ failure to accurately assess the level of
of subjects.

It acould be that the smokers were

more physiologically addicted than the exsmokers when both
groups were smoking.

Similarly smoking topography might

be measured and compared for relatively similar groups of

smokers and exsmokers.

Perhaps recent quitters actually

smoked differently before quitting.

Another limitation is by the comparison of smokers
and nonsmokers.

It might be more useful to examine a

group of smokers over a longer period of time to see which
factors predict successful cessation and maintenance.

Another major limitation involved the lack of specificity
and/or exhaustiveness of the specific perceived control
measures.

It would be useful to identify and distinguish

all areas in which smokers and recent exsmokers have

difficulty resisting smoking impulses.

For instance are

there reasons for smoking other than withdrawal, mood

regulation and smoking in response to situational cues.
Also are the areas of smoking to relax and smoking to
avoid withdrawal distinct entities or part of the same

process

Among the specific studies suggested by this study
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would include the use of the T.O.P.B. to identify smokers’
intentions, attitudes, subjective norms, perceived

behavioral control and specific perceived behavioral
control.

Then the S.P.B.C. could be used to identify

areas in which smokers feel least in control of smoking,

Researchers could then teach the necessary skills to the
smokers.

Post tests could be performed to evaluate

changes in skills, intentions, attitudes, subjective
norms, preceived behavioral control,

specific perceived

behavioral control and smoking behavior.

Another study

might involve the testing of smokers and exsmokers to

determine their neurological-intellectual capacities using
a test such as the WAIS-R.

It may be that

neuropsychological differences account for differences in
intention, attitude and the abilities to have and perceive

control of smoking.

Future studies might involve the creation of a

computer program allowing the self administration of the
T.O.P.B. and the provision of immediate results of

individual scores, compared to appropriate norm groups.

Future studies might utilize the T.O.P.B., including

both general and specific perceived behavioral

f control

in

addressing other difficult behavior problems including but
not limited to substance abuse and appetitive problems.
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Treatment Implications And Public Policy
Aspects of the T.O.P.B. and especially the concept of

perceived behavioral control (P.B.C.) have real and
immediate implications for the treatment of smoking abuse.

Smoking cessation treatment generally falls into one
of four categories:

self help, brief interventions (eg.

hypnosis, acupuncture, physician advice etc.),

comprehensive cessation programs and commercial programs
(Abrams,

1987;

Stone and Perlmutter,

1986).

The ideas

supporting perceived behavioral control can be employed in
the latter three categories and may already be used in the
self help category spontaneously by successful quitters.

The ideas of P.B.C. may be employed by treatment

providers in a number of ways.

Treatment providers can

tell the public of the feasibility and practicality of

being in control of cigarette smoking.

Treatment

providers can educate individual smokers about those areas
in which many smokers have difficulty and with control and

identify specific areas in which the smokers personally

have difficulties.

Finally treatment providers can

actively work with smokers practicing with them as they

experience varying degrees of control during cessation and

maintenance efforts.
Telling a smoker that s/he is in control because
smoking
other smokers have successfully controlled their
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might work with some smokers.

However it seems that many

smokers, reviewing their histories of smoking and
limited

cessation successes, would believe their histories rather
than an

expert’s" words.

Nonetheless this might be the

only treatment intervention available to a treatment

provider with minimal contact with the smoker.

This is an

area in which public service announcements might regularly
let the public know that smokers do control their smoking

and can quit, despite long histories of smoking and long

histories of poor cessation success.

This approach might

be the most useful for those smokers who rely solely on
self help.

Many smokers are seen in brief treatment by

physicians and other treatment providers for nicotine gum,
acupuncture, hypnosis, physician advice etc..

Brief

assessment and educational interventions based on the
T.O.P.B. might be useful for these patients.

The T.O.P.B.

could be administered at that appointment (possibly by
computer) and could provide the treatment provider with

immediate information as to the patient’s strengths and

weaknesses in smoking cessation.

The information gained

could be used to focus treatment on the specific areas in

which the patient has greatest difficulty.

For instance

the hypnosis session could emphasize the most difficult

situations that an individual smoker experiences, based on
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his/her T.O.P.B. results.

The T.O.P.B. could also be used

to supplement the preferred form of treatment.

With

acupuncture and nicotine gum treatments, for instance, the

treatment provider could alert the smoker to the
likelihood that they are still likely to have some

difficulties resisting smoking in certain situations
specified by the T.O.P.B..
The use of the T.O.P.B. can actually help the

treatment provider identify the treatment of choice.

If

a

smoker has greatest difficulty in perceiving control over

withdrawal symptoms then nicotine gum might be indicated
as a useful part of the brief treatment program.

If

a

smoker lives in an environment in which s/he perceives the

expectation of others as favoring his/her continuing to
smoke then the treatment provider might want to address

that aspect of the smoking problem (see Lichtenstein and
Stalgaitis,

1980).

Similarly if the T.O.P.B. shows that

a

smokers’ attitudes towards smoking cessation are strongly

negative then it might be useful for the treatment

provider to identify, understand and address those
attitudes in treatment.
If a smoker perceives a lack of control over smoking

then even a brief intervention by the physician can help
the smoker identify the areas in which s/he perceives

least control and address those areas.

Physician advice
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might incorporate these ideas.

Physician advice may be an

effective intervention for many smokers (Shayevitz and
Shayevitz,

1985).

The use of the T.O.P.B., for instance,

in clinical settings might increase physician and patient

identification and recognition of the need for perceived
control over smoking and predict potentially difficult

situations for specific patients.

the physician could

then provide advice on what to do if and when those

situations arise.
The use of the T.O.P.B.

in clinical settings

facilitates the taking of the smokers’ smoking and

cessation history and would include important information
on the smokers current attitudes, subjective norms and

perceived control over smoking that is immediately
clinically useful.
In long term formal treatment programs, whether based

in academic or commercial setting, the best programs

provide specific skills for quitting and for relapse
These skills are generally learned and

prevention.

practiced over several weeks or months and often involve
range of techniques including but not limited to nicotine
fading,

stimulus control, aversive techniques,

relaxationss

,

positive self statement and coping skills.

The T.O.P.B. might be useful in treatment by

providing early and continuous measures of the areas in

a
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which smokers are having difficulties and thereby
suggesting treatment approaches.

For instance if a smoker

has very negative attitudes towards cessation it might be

important to include positive self statements and other

cognitive restructuring interventions in the treatment.
If a smoker perceives little control over withdrawal

symptoms then nicotine fading or relaxation during

withdrawal symptoms might be a focus of treatment.

If

a

smoker smokes primarily for stimulation or relaxation then
an aversive treatment technique such as rapid smoking

might be useful, if medically appropriate.

If a smoker

smokes primarily in response to environmental cues then

a

stimulus control intervention might be indicated.
The regular use of the T.O.P.B. might provide a

separate measure of the impact of a comprehensive

treatment program.

If a program,

after several weeks

fails to reduce or curtail smoking then T.O.P.B. responses

could be evaluated to pinpoint difficult areas.

A lack of

change on T.O.P.B. might indicate that the techniques,

however successfully executed by the patient in the
clinic, are failing to successfully address a particular

attitude or high risk situation.

Smiliarly

if a

treatment program does result in cessation and maintenance
the T.O.P.B. might indicate areas of change.

Finally the

regular use of the T.O.P.B. during treatment might
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indicate changing needs of the (ex) smoker as s/he passes

through different stages of smoking cessation and
maintenance.

As smokers gain control over difficult

smoking situations other situations or attitudes or social
norms may become more problematic.

Initial cessation and

the mastery of withdrawal symptoms might be followed by an

increase in smoking prone self statement eg.

had a cigarette in six weeks.
one and stop."

I’ll bet

I

"I

haven’t

could smoke just

Much of the relapse literature (Marlatt

and Gordon, 1985), indicates that physiological factors

decrease in importance after initial cessation but

cognitive factors remain very important during the

maintenance and often lead to successful maintenance or
relapse.

The ongoing use of the T.O.P.B., perhaps

modified to take into account changes in behavioral goals
from cessation to maintenance, may continue to provide

usefufl treatment information to treatment providers.
The T.O.P.B. not only has general implications for

treatment but it could conceivably be incorporated into
the treatment plan as a tool for assessing patient needs
and evaluating patient progress towards smoking cessation
and maintenance.

APPENDIX A

RECRUITMENT MATERIALS
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INITIAL CONTACT
My name is James Howard I am a graduate student, at
the University of Massachusetts doing my dissertation on
the smoking behavior of C.O.P.D. patients. Your name was
given to me at the Northampton V.A.M.C. by Dr. Shayevitz.
If you have time now Id like to tell you a little about
the study and ask if you’d participate.
Participation
would involve an interview with me for about 45 minutes
and would include a simple breath test.
I think that there are reasons why people smoke.
Reasons why they begin smoking and reasons why they
continue smoking.
There are also reasons why people stop
smoking.
This is not a study designed to get you to top
smoking if you smoke but a study designed to clarify the
reasons why some V.A. patients with C.O.P.D. smoke and
some V.A. patients with C.O.P.D. don’t smoke. By asking
you, in the interview about your attitudes, reasons, and
history of smoking I hope to better understand smoking
behavior in general and smoking behavior in pulmonary
patients in particular. For the study 1 need to interview
smokers and nonsmokers and so it is unimportant, where the
study is concerned, if you are a smoker or a nonsmoker but
only that you respond as honestly as possible.

WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO MEET WITH ME TO COMPLETE AN
INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE?

WILL YOU BE COMING TO THE V.A. HOSPITAL IN NORTHAMPTON
WITHIN THE NEXT MONTH?
IF SO WOULD YOU BE WILLING TO TALK TO ME FOR ABOUT 45

MINUTES?

WOULD IT BE BETTER FOR YOU TO MEET HERE AT THE V.A. OR AT
YOUR HOME?

APPENDIX B

INITIAL QUESTIONNAIRE PACKET
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INFORMED CONSENT INFORMATION
This investigation explores C.O.P.D. patients’ intentions
to not smoke in the following week.
Subjects are not
expected or required to change any behavior in order to
participate in this study other than reporting on their
past and present smoking intentions and behaviors and to
provide a breath sample.
The study has two stages.
In
the first stage you will be asked to answer a set of
questions concerning you intentions, attitudes and beliefs
about smoking, your history of smoking, your history of
efforts to stop or reduce your smnoking and your plans, if
any, to control your smoking over the next week.
In
addition you will be asked if you are currently smoking
and to provide a breath sample as well as answer questions
about behaviors which might affect your breath sample.
The second
This stage should take about forty minutes.
stage occurs one week after the first in which you will be
asked about your smoking behavior during the preceeding
week and about the impact of the study on your smoking
behavior.
This stage will take about ten minutes.
Your participation in the present study is voluntary. You
may discontinue your participation at any time without
The experimenter will be glad to answer any
penalty.
questions you have about the experiment. All information
that you provide is strictly confidential and will be
treated accordingly. Thank you for your cooperation.
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INFORMED CONSENT
I understand that I will be asked to complete a
questionnaire concerning my attitudes and intentions
toward not smoking in the next week. Questionnaire items
will also ask about my history of smoking, my history of
not smoking and my plans to not smoke overthe next week.
Additionally I may be asked to provide a breath sample.
I
understand that there will be a followup interview to
determine my current smoking status and the impact of the
study on my smoking behavior.
I will receive no payment
for my participation.
I also understand that I may
request further information about this study at any time
and that I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue
participation in this study, without penalty, at any
time.
All information that I will provide is confidential
and will be treated accordingly.

Signed
Date

If you desire more information about this study in the

future you may obtain it by contacting
James P. Howard
Northampton V.A.M.C. (413) 584“4040 extension 235 or (203)
562-2920 (Connecticut)
or c/o The Psychology Department, University of
Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass., 01003.

1
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QUESTIONNAIRE
Date

Location
Name
Age

Marital Status: Married, Divorced, Widowed, Single,
Othe r

Diagnosis

Occupation
Current, Sick Leave, Retired, Laid Off,

Othe r

HOME ADDRESS
PHONE
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Next I will give you a series of very short
statements about smoking. Your answers will go into a
rating scale with seven spaces. You are to make a check
mark in the space that best describes your opinions about
smoking.
There are no right or wrong answers. I am
primarily interested in your opinion and your feelings
about smoking.
Each scale will list opposites such as
good and bad or agree and disagree or support and oppose
and each scale will have a space in the middle called
"neither" for when your opinion is in neither of the
possible directions.
For example, if you were to rate the weather in western
Massachusetts on such a scale, the seven spaces should be
used as follows;
The weather in western Massachusetts is

GOOD

:

:

extremely quite

:

:

:

:

:

BAD

slightly neither slightly quite extremely

If you think that the weather in western Massachusetts is
quite good then you would place your mark here:
The weather in western Massachusetts is
-BAD
GOOD
extremely
quite
slightly
neither
slightly
quite
extremely
:

:

:

:

:

••

If you think that the weather in western Massachusetts is

neither good nor bad you would place your mark here.
The weather in western Massachusetts is
••BAD
GOOD
extremely
quite
extremely quite slightly neither slightly
:

:

:

:

*

On the actual questionnaire I will not be asking your
opinion of the weather but your opinion of smoking. Do
you have any questions?

Please try to answer every item.

Never put more than one check mark on a single scale.
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I

will make an effort to not smoke over the next week.

AGREE

DISAGREE

extremely quite

slightly neither slightly quit extremely

Most people who are important to me would

SUPPORT

OPPOSE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
my not smoking over the next week.
I

LIKELY

intend to not smoke over the next week
UNLIKELY

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
My not smoking over the next week would be

GOOD

BAD

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
REWARDING

PUNISHING

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely

SOPHISTICATED

UNSOPHISTICATED

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
UNPLEASANT

PLEASANT

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
HARMFUL

BENEFICIAL

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
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FOOLISH

WISE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely

DELIGHTFUL

DISGUSTING

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely

WORTHLESS

VALUABLE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite

ATTRACTIVE

extremely

UNATTRACTIVE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
SAFE

UNSAFE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
NAUSEATING

ENJOYABLE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
If

didn’t smoke over the next week most people
who are important to me would
DISAPPROVE

I

APPROVE

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
I

LIKELY

will try to not smoke over the next week.
UNLIKELY

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely

I

Most people who are important to me think
I SHOULD NOT
SHOULD

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely
smoke over the next week
.

How easy or difficult do you think it will be to not smoke
over the next week?
difficult
easy

extremely quite siightiy neither slightly quite extremely
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Over the course of next week, how much control do you
think that you will have over whether or not you smoke?
COMPLETE CONTROL
NO CONTROL

extremely quite slightly neither slightly quite extremely

Now I would like to ask you about when it is easy and
when it is hard to control your smoking. Often, for
instance, people find in some situations it is easier to
control their smoking than in other situations.
For
instance, a friend of mine who used to smoke could easily
control his smoking in bars and restaurants but I had a
hard time not smoking in bars and restaurants. My wife
used to smoke when she worked and had a hard time
controlling her smoking while at work but I never smoked
at work and had no trouble controlling my smoking at
work.
I am
I will ask you about certain situations.
have
in
interested in how much control you feel that you
sense
I will ask you to rate your
different situations.
of control in these situations on a scale from seven (7),
to one (1), with seven being a situation in which you feel
that you have complete control and one being a situation
in which you feel that you have no control.
These
Some people find that smoking relaxes them.
people often find smoking especially relaxing when they
Over the
are upset, tense, angry, nervous, excited etc.
next week, how much control do you think that you will
have over whether or not you smoke when you need to relax?
NO CONTROL
COMPLETE CONTROL
1.

:

.

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Sometimes people smoke because withdrawal symptoms
make them very uncomfortable, nervous, unhappy, they crave
cigarettes, they can’t relax or think of anything else
Over the next week how much control do you think
etc.
that you have over not smoking when or if you experience
withdrawal symptoms.
-NO CONTROL
COMPLETE CONTROL
2.

=

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

Some people find that smoking stimulates them.
They
find smoking helps them when they are bored, tired or
can’t concentrate. Over the next week, how much control
do you think that you will have over whether or not you
smoke when you need stimulation.
COMPLETE CONTROL
NO CONTROL
3.

6

7

4

5

2

3

1

4.
Sometimes people find themselves in certain
situations in which they are really tempted to smoke.
For instance when around others who are smoking, when
drinking alcohol, while drinking coffee, while driving a
car, after a meal etc. In those situations in which you
are most tempted to smoke, how much control do you have
over
whether or not you smoke?
6.
NO CONTROL
COMPLETE CONTROL
6

7

5

4

3

2

1

Sometimes people smoke in order to keep themselves
from gaining weight. How much control does smoking give
you over your body weight?
NO CONTROL
COMPLETE CONTROL
5.

:

6

7

2
3

3

5

6

7

4

5

4

:

1

2

1

Some people find that smoking tobacco acts as a
laxative and helps them relax and have a bowel movement.
Does smoking ever help you control your bowel movements?
NEVER HELPS CONTROL
OFTEN HELPS CONTROL
7

6

5

4

3

2

1

k
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SMOKING BEHAVIORS: LIFESPAN-YEAR-CURRENTLY-TODAY
Do you smoke at all?
At what age did you begin smoking regularly?

At what age did you completely stop smoking?

CURRENT SMOKERS
On average how many cigarettes per day have you smoked in
your life?
On average, how many cigarettes a day do you smoke?

What brand do you usually smoke?
Have you smoked any cigarettes
YES
today?

.

.

.NO.

How many cigarettes have you had today?

When did you have your last cigarette?

NONSMOKERS
On average how many cigarettes per day have you smoked in
your life?
Have you had any cigarettes in the past
YES. .NO.
week?
.

YES

How many in the past week?

YES

How many today?

NO

To next page.
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CESSATION BEHAVIORS

Often people try to stop smoking or reduce the amount they
smoke.
They do so by smoking fewer cigarettes, changing
to a lower tar cigarette, or switching from cigarettes to
a pipe or cigar, they try to quit on their own or they
join a group or they try a hypnotist or some other
professional.
Have you ever attempted to stop or reduce
the amount you smoke?
yes / no
How often have you quit or attempted to quit smoking in
your lifetime?

When did you first attempt to quit smoking?
What it the longest time you have ever stopped smoking?

When was your most recent attempt to quit?
How long did it last?
In what situation did you begin smoking again?

Often when people intend to stop smoking they set up plans
to help them avoid smoking.
Do you have a plan for not smoking?

What is it?

yes

/ no.
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CONFOUNDING BEHAVIORS
Do any people close to you smoke?

family
house -roomates
friends
coworkers
others

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

/
/
/
/
/

no / na
no / na
no / na
no / na
no / na

In the last 24 hours have you spent any time in smoky
places (canteen, workplace, car, home)?

Have you had any alcohol or marijuana in the past 12
yes / no
hours?
Are you taking any medication?
Medication
Physician
Medication
Physician
Do I have your permission to check your records to review
your medication?
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INSTRUCTIONS TO SUBJECTS USING THE MIN ICO CARBON MONOXIDE
BREATH ANALYZER
1.

TAKE A DEEP BREATH AND HOLD IT FOR 20 SECONDS.

2.

EXHALE APPROXIMATELY 1/4 OF YOUR BREATH.

3.

EXHALE THE REMAINING BREATH INTO THE BALLOON.

APPENDIX C

FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE PACKET
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SECOND INTERVIEW
This is the second and final questionnaire of the study.
You will be asked to answer a set of questions concerning
your smoking behavior over the past week. You will also
be asked about how this study affected your smoking
behavior.
You will be asked to provide a breath sample
and about behaviors which might affect your breath
sample
The questionnaire and breath sample should take about ten
minutes to complete. As noted previously, your
participation in the study is voluntary. You may
discontinue your participation at any time without
penalty.
The experimenter will be glad to answer any
questions you may have at this point. Thank you for your
cooperation
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INFORMED CONSENT
I understand that I will be asked to complete a
questionnaire concerning my smoking behavior over the past
week.
The questionnaire will also ask how the study
affected my smoking behavior.
I also understand that I
may request further information about this study at any
time and that I am free to withdraw my consent and
discontinue participation in this study, without penalty,
at any time.
All information that I will provide is
confidential and will be treated accordingly.

Signed.

Date
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POST TEST

SMOKER- - -NONSMOKER

HAVE YOU SMOKED AT ALL SINCE OUR FIRST
INTERVIEW?
YES / NO

YES
SMOKERS
ON AVERAGE, HOW MUCH DID YOU SMOKE SINCE THEN?

WHAT BRAND?

WHEN DID YOU MOST WANT OR ENJOY A CIGARETTE?
(When were you most likely to smoke?)
YES -NONSMOKERS

WHEN DID YOU SMOKE YOUR FIRST CIGARETTE?

WHAT LED TO YOUR SMOKING AGAIN?
WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF YOUR FIRST
1.
CIGARETTE?
WHY DID YOU SMOKE AGAIN?
2.

WHEN DID YOU MOST WANT OR ENJOY A CIGARETTE

FOLLOWUP
DID MY QUESTIONS CHANGE YOUR SMOKING BEHAVIOR?
DID YOU SMOKE MORE OR LESS AFTER WE TALKED?

158

DID YOU TRY TO SMOKE MORE OR LESS AFTER WE TALKED THAN
BEFORE WE TALKED?

DID YOU THINK THAT MYRA SHAYEVITZ WOULD LEARN OF YOUR
ANSWERS TO MY QUESTIONS?
POST TEST- SMOKER

HAVE YOU SMOKED AT ALL SINCE OUR FIRST
INTERVIEW?
YES / NO

DID YOU INTEND TO STOP SMOKING COMPLETELY SINCE OUR FIRST
INTERVIEW? Y / N
YES.

SMOKERS (WHO HAVE SMOKED^
ON AVERAGE, HOW MUCH SINCE THEN?

WHAT BRAND?

1234567

WHEN DID YOU MOST WANT OR ENJOY SMOKING?
NO.

SMOKERS (WHO HAVE NOT SMOKED)
WHEN DID YOU STOP?

WHY DID YOU STOP?
IN WHAT,

IF ANY SITUATIONS IS IT HARDEST TO RESIST

SMOKING?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

DID OUR FIRST DISCUSSION CHANGE YOUR SMOKING BEHAVIORS IN
ANY WAY? YES NO
DID YOU THINK THAT MYRA SHAYEVITZ OR ANY OTHER DOCTOR
WOULD LEARN OF YOUR ANSWERS TO MY QUESTIONS?
POST TEST- NONSMOKERS

HAVE YOU SMOKED AT ALL SINCE OUR FIRST INTERVIEW?
YES / NO

DID YOU INTEND TO AVOID SMOKING COMPLETELY SINCE OUR FIRST
INTERVIEW? Y / N

159

NO.

NONSMOKERS (WHO HAVEN »T SMOKED^

DO YOU EVER HAVE THE IMPULSE TO SMOKE?

YES

/

NO

1234567

IF SO IN WHAT SITUATIONS?

YES. NONSMOKERS (WHO HAVE SMOKED)

WHAT WERE THE CIRCUMSTANCES OF YOUR FIRST CIGARETTE?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

6

7

WHEN DID YOU MOST WANT OR ENJOY A CIGARETTE?
1

WHY DID YOU SMOKE AGAIN?

2

3

4

5

1234567

DID OUR FIRST DISCUSSION CHANGE YOUR SMOKING BEHAVIORS IN
ANY WAY? YES / NO
DID YOU THINK THAT MYRA SHAYEVITZ OR ANY OTHER DOCTOR
WOULD LEARN OF YOUR ANSWERS TO MY QUESTIONS?

,
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